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Grill gets $190,000 for renovations
By Donna Pace
Staff writer
At its regular spring meeting on
Saturday, the university Board of
Regents allocated $190,000 for
renovation of the Powell Grill.
The renovation will provide needed improvements in the food
preparation and serving areas, as
well as in the dining area, according
to university President Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk.
Food Service Director Greg
Hopkins said he has begun designing new physical layouts.
"This is the first time in 15 years
lything has been done besides

moving the cash registers,"
Hopkins said. "Everyone wants to
get involved"
Hopkins' plans hsthaas1 Tpfi^ting
the ice cream parlor by adding
frozen yogurt and toppings, installing a full-size pizzs oven, creating a
salad, soup and potato bar and expanding the deli.
According to Hopkins, the grill
will run on a self-serve concept.
Students will pay for food items
after they have received them. Pour
cash registers will be used.
The renovations, which should be
completed by the 1967 (all semester.

will also include changes in the
grill's decor.
"Architecture majors have drawn
various designs that modernize the
appearance of the grill and make it
more appealing to the students."
Hopkins said.
"Many different color schemes
have been used," he continued.
"Each plan is given consideration."
Hopkins said he hopes to create
an atmosphere that will make
students want to spend more time
in the grill.
The renovation work will begin
after graduation and should be completed by the fall semester. The grill

will be closed while the work is being done.
The Board of Regents also incorporated into the budget the tuition
schedule previously set by the Council on Higher Education.
Tuition for the 1987-88 academic
year will be as follows: resident
undergraduate. $500 a semester, an
increase of $30; non-resident
undergraduate, $1,500, up $90; resident graduate, $650, an increase of
$30; and non-resident graduate.
$1,650, up $90.
Other fees affected by the board's
action were the Student Activity
Fee, which was increased by $5 a

semester, from $40 to $45. and rental rates for university-owned
houses, apartments, trailers and
residence halls.
These increases ranged from $5 to
$10 a month for units other than
residence halls Residence hall i
were inrrs—ed by $14 a
double occupancy.
Rates for board plans in
university's cafeterias were as*
creased by $10 to $30 a
depending on the plan selected.
In other action, the Board:
* Approved the awarding of
honorary degrees at spring and
summer commencement ceremonies

to Donald Dizney and Robert
Morgan, respectively.
•'Voted to present the Regents
Award to Charlotte Baldwin for
recognition of distinguished service.
•'Appropriated $600,000 for purchase of academic and administrative equipment.
»- Approved the suspension of the
option in criminal justice education
as part of the master's degree in
criminal justice, and suspended two
options in the bachelor's degree in
corrections and administration of
justice. Two options were added to
the bachelor's of business administration degree.

Swimming program
takes final plunge
By Mike Mi
Sports editor
After failing in its drive to replace
nearly $50,000 in scholarship funds
the university's swimming program
was abolished by the Board of
Regents Saturday.
Citing a lack of support by the
university's administration. Coach
Dan Lichty prepared a statement
for university President Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk asking the program
be terminated.
Funderburk said in a statement
prepared for The Eastern Progress
that he then asked the Athletics and
Alumni Affairs Committee to propose to the board the program be
discontinued.
Lichty did not attend Saturday's
meeting.
"After this year of... fighting at
every turn for a program that I have
devoted 18 years to help build, I do
not feel that we have a united front
on our commitment to keep
the... program intact," Lichty said
in the letter.
Lichty later said the task was
simply too great for him and the
swimmers without the support of
the university.
"The fund-raising program we
have undertaken . . . cannot be done
without the full cooperation of
everyone from top to bottom," he
said.
Neither Funderburk nor Robert J.
Baugh, acting dean of the College of
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Athletics, could be reached for comment.
After the athletic committee
recommended last spring the swimming program be dropped, the

See related
Page B-6
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Board of Regents decided to fund
the program through the 1986-87
academic year, then cut about
$44,000 in scholarship funds.
The men and women's swim
teams then began a drive to raise
$50,000 per year for scholarships.
According to Lichty, after expenses for the fund-raising programs were paid, the team had
about $16,000.
"We did four fund raisers, all of
which were very successful both in
making money and getting us
visibility,'' Lichty said. "Given time
and the support, I feel we could raise
the necessary money.
"We don't have either.
"I can look the kids in the eye and
say, 'I gave it my best shot.' I'm not
going to hang my head," he added.
"We fell short. We make no bones
about that.''
University athletic Director Don
Combs, who swam at the university and was head coach of the Electrifying Eels for 19 years, said the
loes of any sport hurt him, but he
said the university did all it could
last year.
"I thought the board last year
was more than accommodating,"
said Combs, referring to its decision
to maintain the program through
this year.
Lichty said he expects about 80

percent of the 26 swimmers with
eligibility remaining to leave the
university and swim elsewhere.
Under NCAA rules, when a school
drops a sport, athletes from that
sport may transfer to other schools
with no loss of eligibility
But those who remain here and
are presently on scholarship will
benefit from the money raised by
the scholarship fund drive.
Lichty said he thought last year
the program was being cut for finan
rial reasons, but he feels differently now.
"Today. I feel it is because of a
change in philosophy," he said.
"They no longer want a wellrounded program.
"The philosophy of the athletic
program has changed in recent
years... to a program of supporting the revenue-producing sports
and whatever sports are necessary
to meet NCAA requirements," he
went on.
Lichty said he doesn't see the program being revived in the future,
and he ruled out the possibility of
establishing a swimming club.
Lichty said be expects to remain
at the university in s teaching
capacity "for the time being," but
he would entertain coaching offers
from other schools.
"But at this point, I'm not actively looking," he said.
Assistant coach Tim Cahill, who
also heads the Model Laboratory
School swimming program, said he
is now assessing his career plans.
Cahill said he felt the Model program would be unaffected by the
(See SWIM, Page A-61
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on end

John Hicks, an eighth grader at Clark Moore Middle School, doesn't seem to know which way
is which. Hicks spent an afternoon freestyling on his bicycle in the Powell Plaza earlier this week.

Nusz, Stewart win election City approves
original plan

By Pax Logs*
News easter
David Noes and Trida Stewart
were alerted by a narrow margin
Tuesday to serve as the executive
officers of the university's Student
Association next year.
Nusz, a junior speech communications major from Lexington, was
elected president and Stewart, a
marketing and retailing major from
Elizabethtown, was elected vice
president.
Nusz and Stewart, running on the
Student's Choice party, defeated
Jim Acquaviva, current vice president of senate and Mickey Lacy,
current chairman of the Student
Rights Committee. Acquaviva and
Lacy were running on the Pride
ticket.
Nusz and Stewart received 636
votes while Acquaviva and Lacy
received 618.
Robert McCool. chairman of the
Senate Elections Committee said of
the 1,275 students that turned out
to vote it was "not a particularly
good turnout, but not a bad one

with the senate office within the
next two weeks.
Candidates for executive office
are only allowed to spend $200 on
a campaign and if a candidate was
found to be in violation of this
regulation a decision could be
reversed.
Both Nusz and Stewart have served as student senators during the
spring semester. In a question and
answer session Monday night they
both said they hope to get senators
motivated if they were elected. They
said they want to work on getting
library hours extended and getting
more students involved in campus
Progress photo/Mike Morris activities.
Nusz also said he was in favor of
Tricia Stewart, right, seeks Richard Deck's vote.
alcohol in residence hall rooms and
Of the 1.275 ballots received, fall vacancy elections.
would like to see places on campus
several had to be thrown out
All of those students who were where students could purchase
because they were not marked elected to serve on senate next year alcohol. He said he felt the
properly.
will still have to be confirmed, downtown bars and restaurants
Forty-three student senators were McCool said. This will involve should be kept open for people
also elected to serve during the checking to make sure those elected under 21.
1987-88 school year. There were 51 are eligible to serve on the senate.
Attempts to contact Nusz,
vacancies.
McCool also said the candidates Stewart and Acquaviva for comMcCool said the positions left for executive positions will be re- ments concerning the election were
open would have to be filled during quired to file a financial statement unsuccessful.

By Darenda Dennis
Managing editor
Under the watchful eye of a
crowded court room, the Richmond
City Commission Tuesday night
passed an ordinance prohibiting
minors from entering bars which do
not have a dance floor.
The ordinance will take effect
June 30.
The commission had planned to
hear a revised copy of the,ordinance.
which called for no people under 21
to enter any establishments which
served alcoholic beverages.
However, Fred Ballou. a commissioner, made a motion to bear the second reading of the original ordinance, which was heard March 3.
Joe Joiner, Alcohol Beverage Control Administrator, spent about 45
minutes reading the entire
ordinance.
About 200 people attended the
meeting but no discussion followed
the reading and the commission

voted 4-1 in favor of adopting the ordinance. Mayor Earl Baker cast the
dissenting vote.
After Richmond received a
second-class city rating in June, the
city was required to update its liquor ordinances to come into compliance with the Kentucky Revised
Statutes.
Controversy peaked when an appointed committee changed the
(See COMMISSION. Page A-6)
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Eels' demise
sends warning
The tombstone has been inscribed and is now in place at
the Combs Natatorium.
'It reads: "The Electrifying
Eels: 1935-1987. Cause of death:
lack of life-support system."
After the Eels failed in their
attempt to raise $50,000 in
scholarship funds. Coach Dan
I jchty said they could not continue "without the full cooperation of everyone," and recommended the Board of Regents
drop the swimming program. At
Saturday's meeting, they
obliged.
Many will pass by the Eels'
tombstone and simply shake
their heads, sigh and move on.
But there are lessons to be
learned, both in life and death.
And the death of this member of
the athletic family leaves its
ghost screaming a warning.
Quite simply, the shortage of
money in the athletic budget
will not go away now that the
swimming program is dead.
We feel the university has only two options to consider in the
future of its non-revenue sports.
First, it is becoming painfully
obvious the university's two
(honey-makers - football and
men's basketball - are not
generating enough money to
bankroll the entire athletic
program.
This is not an exclusive pro

lem. Rather, it is an epidemic at
smaller universities such as this
one. Many athletic budgets have
been operating in the red for
some time because of this
imbalance.
This is why the university
desperately needs a solid, longterm program to market university athletics in an attempt to
raise money for non-revenue
sports.
T
he ideal university program
would be carefully planned and
would have the unanimous support of the administration.
And it would be run by professionals who know how to
generate money.
Coaches should not have to
get involved in the process.
They know coaching, not fund
raising. And they cannot succeed in both endeavors.
But perhaps such a broadbased program is not feasible for
this university and this area. If
not, the other alternative must
be faced.
For. without such a drive,
other members of the athletic
family will be buried alongside
the swimming program in the
coming years.
The choices seem very clearcut. Money will be raised, or
sports will be lost. The university has its hand on the plug,
and we'll be watching.

Weaker party
wins election
University students have
once again turned a serious matter into a farce.
The latest incident involves
Student Senate elections.
University students saw fit to
give the reins to two students
who obviously lack both experience in student government
and commitment to its goals.
When a candidate answers a
question about the university's
judicial process with a blank
stare and the phrase, "We just
want to extend library hours,"
it is obvious this candidate is indeed clueless to many issues on
this campus.
Sure, the elected candidates
have held leadership roles in
social organizations, but, in our
opinion, these posts have done
very little to prepare them for
high positions in student
government.
Anyone who attended Mondcy night's question and answer
session with the candidates
could see Acquaviva and Lacy

have the experience and the
knowledge of pertinent issues to
lead a successful student
government.
Apparently, however, many
students chose to turn the election into a popularity contest ... to put more emphasis
on the Greek letters a person
wears on his chest than on his
qualifications.
We're severely disappointed
by the students' lack of
foresight.
At a time when Student
Senate has finally gained
respect for its accomplishments,
the group has taken a giant step
backwards through students'
election of poor leaders.
We aren't convinced "The
Students' Choice" party is
qualified for the position.
If they prove us wrong, all the
better. If they don't, we will continue to remind voters of the
mistakes they made in this
election.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages its readers to writs a
letter to the editor on any topic.
LstUn submitted for publics
tion should be addressed to the
newspaper and must contain the
author's address and tsVjphont
Letters must include the
author's signature Carbon
copies, photocopies and Isttsrs
with illegible signatures will not
be fH-rttfttd

Unsigned letters will not be
accepted
The Eastern Progress routinely condenses letters before
publication: however, grammar
and punctuation will not be
changed in a letter.
The Eastern Progress uses its
own judgment to determine if a
letter la libeloua or in poor taste
sad reserves the right to reject
any letters

Letters should be typed and,
double spaced. They should also
be no longer than 260 words
(about one and one half pages.)
The Emmttn Pragma also
gives rsadsw an opportunity to
a column called "Your turn."
These columns should be in the
form of an editorial Those interested in writing a "Your turn"
should contact the editor before
submitting an article.
Letters should be mailed or
brought to The Eastern Programa, 117 Donovan Annex.
Eastern Kentucky University,
40476.
'
The dssrllns for submitting a
letter for a specific issue is noon
on Monday prior to Thursday's
publication.
Letters will be used in accordance with available space.

WHO WILL BE NEXT?

Writer outlines responsibilities
This column is a continuation of
last week's Notions, outlining those
editors' positions which will be
available next semester.
The sports section plays a major
role in every university's extra curricular activities and ours is no exception. As sports editor of The
Eastern Progress, one must make
sure all university athletics are
covered.
Obvious sports coverage is given
to football, basketball and baseball.
However, the sports editor is also
responsible for covering tennis,
track, golf and the like.
In addition to covering team
sports, the sports editor also writes
a weekly column, assigns stories to
staff writers and ■—»g"« pictures
for the three sports pages.
Photographs play a vital role in
establishing the attractive appearance for the newspaper.

Without advertising. any
newspaper could not exist. Our ads
staff is made up of an ad director
and three ad representatives.
Each are assigned a territory in
Richmond and sell advertising
space to businesses in their specific

As photo editor, he must have an
exceptional eye for feature pictures
around campus. This is perhaps the
easiest, and yet the hardest, part of
the job. Rob Carr. co-photo editor,
has said time and time again:
"There's only so many ways to
shoot this campus!"
In addition, the photo editor has
the responsibility of arranging
times to shoot pictures, assign staff
photographers pictures and handle
darkroom operations.

After ads are sold, it is the ad
staff's responsibility to design and
compose those ads which were sold.
Straight news stories make up the
bulk of most newspapers, and this
one is no exception.
There are three positions concerned primarily with news stories. They
-re: news editor, managing editor
and eoitor.
It is the news editor's primary
responsibility to develop campus
news stories and assign stories to
staff writers.
My position, which is managing
editor, encompasses a bit more than

writing news, but it is one of the
priority items. In addition, I keep
clip files of all the stories written to
keep for reference, serving as
background material for future
articles.
The managing editor serves in an
upper management position consulting with the Big Cheese, the
editor. These two positions make
editorial decisions which affect the
entire newspaper.
The editor makes the final
editorial decisions and directs the
staff into the right directions, offering suggestions in everything from
layout to who to go to as souces
for stories.
The editor's position, perhaps
even more importantly, takes on the
enormous responsibility of the
editorial content printed in the
paper.

In other words
To the editor:
Standards questioned

teaching, then we must know
precisely thoee standards by which
we are evaluated. Otherwise merit
evaluation will be - as it is now counter productive. To determine
that my merit value is five is similar
to answering the question "How
high is up." by saying it is "twice
the distance from the middle to one
end."
Surely, with all the "advanced
learning" and administrative expertise here at Eastern we can arrive at
an easily understood universitywide standard for evaluation.
On the other hand, perhaps my
questions are moot. Perhaps our administration takes the position on
merit evaluation that Arthur Miller
took in discussing meaning in
"Death of a Salesman." "The meaning," he said, "depends on where on
the face of the earth you are standing and what day it is."
Phillip H. Harris
Professor of Art

We are told that before Dr. Hanly Funderburk became president of
Eastern his area of expertise was
agricultural research. We know that
before Dr. John Rowlett became
academic dean he taught in the College of Applied Arts and
Technology. There is an abundance
of Ph.D.'s here at Eastern and
though the degrees and specialities
of our administrative leadership are
rather remote from the academic
milieu in which they are now involved - apparently at least to some they have shown a propensity for
administration and any Ph.D.
presupposes a certain amount of
learning.
All of which leads us to the question: with all that learning and administrative know how. why is it so
difficult to arrive at some kind of
standards for "Merit Pay"? To
award merit implies evaluation add
evaluation implies measuring
Parking policy questioned
against a standard.
Just recently I was evaluated and
I am student teaching in Lextold that because of this teaching, ington this semester and am only on
that service, and those research pro- campus from 6 p.m. until 7 a.m. At
jects my magic number was five the beginning of the semester, I callon a scale of zero to eight. Now. five ed the Public Safety office to reseems to be a rather respectable
quest permission to park my car in
number but what is it relative to, by
an employee or commuter lot close
what standard was it derived? One
to my dorm. This would have calmof my colleagues was evaluated a
ed my fears about walking by
seven, another a two. differences
myself in the dark each morning to
and three below and two above my
my car. I was told that parking citafive, but what do those numbers
tions were issued after 2 am.
mean?
because snow plows began to clear
If, as the administration claims, lots at that time. Although I have
merit pay is to stimulate better never seen s snow plow between 2

>

a.m. and 7 a.m., this seemed to be
a logical excuse.
However, last week we switched
to daylight savings time, and once
again it is dark until 7:30 a.m. or
later. During this time of the year,
I do not believe that snow will accumulate. I also know most
employees and commuters arrive
after 7 a.m.

I am asking that the Public Safety office review its policy of issuing
parking citations. I feel that hours
should be extended to allow student
teachers, nursing students who
have clinifsls and others to park
close to their dorms until 7 am. for
convenience and safety.
Mard Strange
(See LETTERS, Page A-31
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Service proves useful
By Donna Pace
Thanks to a university student's
needing to fill 16 work/study hours,
female students who brave the
weekends on campus now have access to the shuttle van service.
Division of Public Safety officials
recently notified female students of
new shuttle service hours. The van
will now run from 6 p.m. until 2 a.m.
seven days a week.
The extended hours of service
took effect March 22.
On March 27. the first Friday
night the van had ever been used,
18 women were transported to
various buildings, parking lots and
residence halls. The next night, 37
female students used the shuttle
service.
Though these figures are extremely low in comparison to the 100 calls
that were averaged every weekday,
the shuttle ran in February.

Opinion
The newness of the service and
the number of students staying on
weekends must be considered.
Regardless of when the service is
used, the van provides a sense of
security for frequent riders and an
option for those who are often out
late alone.
Students who stay on campus
during the weekend deserve the
same services received by those who
stay on campus only during the
week.
If there is a negative side to the
shuttle extension, it is the noguarantee policy attached to the
new service hours.
Wynn Walker, assistant director
of public safety, said the service is
not guaranteed beyond this

semester.
This semester, weekend van expenses will be paid for from excess
maintenance monies within the
public safety budget. The
work/study student is paid by
federal funds.
According to Walker, the service
could be extended into next
semester if it is successful.
Success can be measured by the
number of students using the van
during its extended hours, but the
true success of the shuttle service
will never be seen because it lies in
the prevention of robberies, assaults
and rapes.
If only one rape is prevented, the
added expense is well-rewarded.
Donna Pace is a sophomore journalism major and a Progress staff
writer.

DLS deserves credit
During my first week in the
Department of Learning Skills, I
was assigned the job of explaining
Plato's Republic to a student from
Saudi Arabia. A formidable task, to
be sure, but using my notes, his
notes, and Cliffs Notes, we muddled through. In the weeks and
months and years that followed, I
learned that formidable tasks were
not atypical in the Department of
Learning Skills. Even before it was
fashionable or expedient to be concerned about non-traditional

students, we were teaching, tutoring and/or advising academically
under-prepared students, "second
chance" students, foreign students,
returning students, and any others
who came to us for reading skills,
study skills, or academic assistance.
Our services were as diverse and
as entensive as our time and
resources allowed. Our work was
sometimes exhausting, occasionally frustrating, often rewarding, and
never boring.
In recent issues of The Eastern
Progress, much has been written
about our impending move to the
English department, including an

editorial extolling the merger and affirming its benefits to the university. Nothing has been said about our
past contributions to the university, nor has there been a tribute to
the person whose vision, energy,
and persistence put EKU in the
vanguard of academic programs.
Under the leadership of Ann Algier,
our program received national
recognition. I. for one, am proud of
this recognition and proud of the
tradition of service that has
characterized the Department of
Learning Skills.
Shirley Baechtold
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Ace Bandage Halsa Shampoc Ban Roll On
Deodorant
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NANNY POSITIONS. Care for
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$120-5200 per week. Attend school
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Regular $1.99
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before you graduate and stay in US
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Memphis
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dinner or equal or lessor value
free.
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2nd Set
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set of prints and receive a second set of prints
FREE Valid for all compatible C41 process

SANDWICH

16\>z

With Our
Patient Care System
your preskiiuuuii iuai «
much as 70% When you
have a prescription filled, the
Patient Care System can tell
our pharmacist if an
equivalent generic drug is
available, and what the
savings will be for you
Another reason why.

You should be under
SupeRx Pharmacy Care
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What do you think about rololng tho ontiy
•go for bort and loataurawta to 21?
By Mlka Morris

People poll

CROWE'S FEATS

JUM

Jena I —hers, snpac—n, Uataa,

Webb, tmkmmm AMU-,

lMsaatrlal arts
"It shouldn't bo raised becauee
ban lika The Dog, O'Rilay'a and
Butter's play muaic and a lot of poopie do not have to drink to have a
good time and lika to dance and
TUH

Webb

Mansfield

Rob Mansfield, senior, Louisville,
hlnlngj
"No, what elaa would there be to
do in thla town for tboaa uador >1T"

Lambers

Timmerman

Dan
Loeleville, ponce
"I don't think tha entrance aga for
bare abould be raieed because
atudenta need a place to go to get
away from the preeeuree of echool
and a place to party."

BrlgW Madaris, sophomore. Cincinnati, commercial art/graphic
•saiga
"I think atudenta are reeponaible
for their own actione and it doeen't
matter if they change it to 81
becauee they're itill going to drink.''

Todd Jones, Junior, Kntfsly,
adminietratfen
"I think it abould etay at 18,
becauee when you're 18 you're considered en adult and you should be
able to act Uke one."
Cberrl Wilhebn, freehmaa. Gray,
mathematics
"I don't think the age ehould be
raieed to 31 becauee if you want to
go in to eet end not drink it abould
not affect it one way or the other."

"It shouldn't be raieed hacauae
avaryona naada a place to party."

Jones

Richard Banks, freshman, HarUn,
attag
•I don't think it should be raieed
the students need some
place to go under a controlled environment to party."

Wilhelm

Madaris

Banks

Year becomes learning experience
Tills is the last column I will write
for The Eastern Progress. So,
becauee I'm graduating, this should
be a mushy, sentimental farewell,
right? Wrong.
I have enjoyed working aa news
editor this year. I have encountered
new and different experiences. I am
proud of some things I have done
conducted for the committee reveal- and, naturally, aahameri of others.
The most interesting experience
ed 2,000 can enter the lot each day.
By converting it to a residents- of the year, I must admit, is workonly lot, the amount of traffic could ing with our staff. I think it is safe
be cut to 200 can per day, the pro- to say I will never again work with
such s wild, unpredictable group of
poeal said. ▼
individuals. (Face it, Darenda, five
To make up for the loss of commuter spaces, it propoeed changing angagamenta is a lot).
Being s news editor comas with
tha Powell West Lot, tha reeidence
portion of the Kit Canon Lot, the its own special set of traps to fall inMadison Lot and the Ellendale Lot to.
The first time I want to public
to commuter fadlitiee only.
RHA members defeated the sec- safety to pick up Polict Beat, r
tion. Mike Lewis, RHA vice presi- copied each police report by hand
dent, said the defeat has a domino not knowing they had prepared a
effect acroaa the entire campus media file for me. Imagine my embarrassment when I had to go back
parking system.
and pick up the same file after I had
He said the proposal is written in given it back tho day before.
such a way as if one section is
I thought these typos of incidents
defeated it knocks down the rest of would decrease as I learned and
the proposal for approval.
grew mere familiar with tho way
The proposal will go to the Coun- things at tho paper worked. But,
cil of Student Affaire for a review thanks to some considerate member
without RHA backing.
of our staff, I had to re^ve this type

0UVe« BtftfWDS TMC TMP515TW& WiTW QPMtSOC
TWC»W^lT^(3RaKP^CCflCALWSPAM.

My turn

Parking plan fails
Progress staff report
Monday. Residence Hall Assodatioo failed to approve a parking propoeal sponsored by the university s
Parking Committee
Hie committee, appointed in the
spring of 1986. set out to study the
preeent parking prohlame for commuters, reafclente and faculty.
The major area of MM— involved the Lancaster Lot, located on
Lancaster Avenue. The proposal
sited the number of accidents an^
pedestrian crossings aa its reason
ing for the needed change.
In that section of the proposal, it
suggested changing tha dual purpoee lot for both commuters and
reaidenu to s resident-only parking
facility.
The proposal said by doing thla,
' it would cut down on traffic in and
out of the lot by 86 to 90 percent
The proposal also states a study

Pam Logue
of embarrassment only a weak ago.
I had forgotten, of course, that it
was April Fool's Day when a call
came In about a four-car accident on
the Eastern By-Pass.
"Oh man, spot news. Grab the
notepad; grab the cameras; lot's go
guys." No Occident, but I still have
a few weeks to get you back, Stave.
Being a private type of parson,
the most fun I have had all year is
keeping the staff gnisatig about the
"real me." I guess it's only an inherent quality of journalists to be

nosy, but really Phil, it's none of
your business where I was during
music class.
The life of a journalist is always
stressful. There's the stress some
journalists face when getting a picture while bombs are exploding all
around or getting an interview with
the president.
Believe ma, these do not compare
to the stress incurred when our adviser, Marilyn Ballsy, is reading
your front-page story. Some of my
worst nightmares include question
after question, in all capital letters
of course, being interspersed
throughout my story.
Ons thing I have really admired
about our staff is the camaraderie
that exists. Everyone is able to get
along with everyone else, (while I
am writing this, Mike is trying to
turn Phil over in his chair) which is
ssssntlal when we are all working
toward the same goal of producing

a quality product
This friendship was never more
important than when we traveled to
Columbia, Mo., for a conference.
We spent eight hours on s university van, not my idee of a good time.
But, somehow it turned into one. I
knew it would the minute I saw
Keith wearing that old cap, walking up the street with his pillow
under his arm.
Another highlight of the year was
the Christmas Party. It was fun, but
I guess it's tims I filled everybody
in.
I got lost becauee I forgot to take
my map. Luckily, I remembered the
street and house number. The trouble was it was dark and I couldn't
sss the house number.
Now, would you be mushy and
sentimental about thla year? Would
you be ready to leave it all behind?
Me too. I can't wait. But, thanks
guys for a great year.

NOW EVERYONE CAN
HAVE THOSE BABY BLUE

YOU JUST GOT THE
KEY TO YOUR FUTURE.

LET RICHMONDm

AND FORD CREDIT
HELP YOU GET
THE KEYS TO YOUR NEW CAR.
Dr. W.R. Isaacs - Dr. C.L. Davis
Dr. William Reynolds

The key ingredient in your new car puryou a $400 check after the purchase or lease,
chase can be pre-apprcved credit from
The money is yours whether you finance
Ford Credit and (DEALER NAME). If you ^».H COUrc
or not.
are working on an advanced degree or <^- «••»- ra«f c,
The amount of your credit
graduating with a Bachelors Degree
^ ^^UL Ti depends on which of these qualified
between October 1,1986 and Sepa AfaaaaO
c vehicles you choose:
tember 30,1987. you may qualify
Ford cars: Escort, Escort EXP.
for this special college graduate
Tempo. Mustang, Thunderbird, Taurus,
purchase program.
^^^
a^^5^
Ford trucks: Aerostar, Bronco II,
C,
If you do, you'll receive a $400 cash
T?5M'»P
Ranger,
allowance from Ford. Make your best deal
So hurry. If a vehicle is not in dealer stock
on any qualifying vehicle and use the money
you must order by June 1,1987, and you must
toward your down payment, or Ford will send
take delivery of any vehicle by August 31.1987.

RICHMONB^m
1INCOLN • MERCURY

Msaess-M74

CKU ty-Pase * Beggs Lane
HkhmenS, Kentucky 44M7S

Us. 1M-7SU

'DOWNTOWN'
228 W. Main St.
Richmond, Ky
623-3358
Now offering the new colored lenses, that will
turn your brown eyes blue.
Member
American Academy of Optometry
Kentucky Optometric Association
American Optometric Association
National Optometric Association

FORD
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Opinion
format
revised
By Terri Martin
Editor

After one and one-half hours of
debate at its Tuesday meeting, the
university's Faculty Senate approved a revised policy for student opinion of instruction.
Under the revisions, sach
academic department is given
primary responsibility of administering the IDEA Evaluation
Program or another evaluation
questionnaire for student opinion of
instruction.
Since the 1970s, university
teachers have used the IDEA form
to gather student opinion.
Under this new policy, other instruments approved by the department can be used.
The new policy was a result of
work done by the senate's Committee for Oversight of Student Evaluation and Instruction.
According to Sen. Gladys
Masagatim, representing the College of Allied Health and Nursing,
her committee reviewed an earlier
proposal and then reported to the
senate.
Committee work involved taking
a poll of faculty attitudes toward
student evaluation of instruction.
In the poll. 576 copies of the poll
were distributed among university
faculty and 364 copies, or 61 percent, were returned.
A majority of faculty returning
the survey, 186 of 364. indicated an
open-ended narrative response
would be a favorable method of
gathering student opinion.
In other responses, 145 preferred
a checklist/machine scored form,
while 32 preferred verbal feedback
in class.
Faculty also were asked their
opinions of the IDEA opinion
method.
In the survey, 73 of 364 said they
like the method or thought it was
useful for gathering student
feedback.

It doesn't take much to bring out the sun worshippers and a football scrimmage at Hanger Field is just as good as an excuse as any. Mark Johnson, a
junior food service administration major from Eminence, left, Joe Wilson, a

QUESTION #2.

HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.
b) Don't buy textbooks when'Monarch Notes'will do
just fine.
c)

Save 38% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state
calls during evenings.

d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality
service.
e)

Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible.
If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should
know that AT&T Long Distance Service is the right choice for you.
^C~ AT&T offers so many terrific values. For example, you
can save over 50% off AT&T's day rate on calls during
weekends
^ until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
Sunday through Friday.
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 38%
off our day rate.
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you
. immediate credit if you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call.
To find out more about how AT&T can help_save you money,
give us a call. With a little luck, you won^t have tohang around with
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, rtflOD 222-Qatifl-^
^

EARN
$20 TODAY
•

junior pre-forestry major from LaGrange, and Kevin Llewellyn a freshman .
clothing construction and design major from Champaign, III., stretched out
to enjoy the sun and the game which kicked off spring practice season.

XL

Seventy-three faculty members
responded with: "I don't particularly like it, but I can live with it."
Another 177 responded they did
not trust the results, did not like the
form, or thought the university
should discontinue using the IDEA
form.
After much debate and several
failing ainamlinenls. the senate approved the iiew pcJicy which provided for use of the IDEA form or
another instrument.
The other instrument must be approved on a department-wide basis.
Dr. Martha Grias, Faculty Senate
chair, said student evaluation is an
important issue among university
faculty.
"It is because of two reasons; one
is the fact that merit pay and promotion, although not determined by
student evaluation, is heavily influenced by student evaluation."
Grise said many faculty are also
concerned the feedback is misused.
"Many faculty are afraid the
original purpose of student evaluation is lost; the original purpose
would be giving professors information to help them become better
teachers," she said.
The new policy takes effect during the 1967 fall semester.

> <i Til

Progress photo/Chris Nibtock

Sun bleachers
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p. plasma alliance
2043 Oxford Cir.
Lexington, KY
254-8047
Open Sun. through Sat.
Expires 4-3047

JIM COX STUDIO
Finest in
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•Weddings
• Portraits
•Graduations
•Passports
•Composites and
•Jobs While you wait
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AT&T
The right choice.

© 1986 AT&T

623-3145
106 S. 3rd St-Rkhmond. KY.
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Swim
teams
dropped
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Concern shown
over ordinance
By Darada Daub

Some manbai of the community
My they are upaat becauee they
wan not allowed to have their say
in this week's Richmond City Commiaaion meeting.
The city commission Tuesday
paaaed an ordinance dealing with
the issue of underaged drinking in
the city.
The ordinance states no minors
will be admitted to bars which do
not possess a dance license and will
only be admitted to restaurants
which receive 50 percent of their
profits from the sale of food.
Later a review committee appointed by the commission voted to
change the ordinance to read that no
minors would be allowed to enter
any establishment which sold
alcoholic beverages.
Recent publicity of ptopoeed ordinance and petitions generated by
bar owners drew a crowd of about
200 at Tuesday's meeting.
Members of the college community and local citizens filled the court
room to capacity. Many were forced to stand hi the hall and down the
stairs outside the court rooms.
Before the commission voted on
the issue. Mayor Earl Baker said
there had been enough discussion on
the issue and the commission moved into a vote on the second reading
of the original ordinance. The ordinance was approved 4-1. Baker opposed the ordinance.
Committee members expressed
concern over the vote.
"They're simply avoiding the
issue of teenage drinking. Our efforts were a waste of time. We
didn't have much say in the matter,
and the commission ignored our in-

put," said Tin Foley, member of the
commit*— and president of the local
beverage association.
"It was a slap in the face and the
community really wasn't heard. The
issue was cut and dry and the people have absolutely no voice," said
Lawrence Bailey, a member of the
board at Fountain Park First
Church of God in Berea.

(Continued from Page One!
loss of the university program, at
least for now.
"My initial feeling is that the
Modal program will continue with
me as bead coach, but I'm sure it
will have an effect on the program,"
he said.
He pointed out many Model
swimmers have gone on to collegiate
swimming with the Eels.
Lichty said he was unsure about
what effect the loss of the university program would have on other
satellite programs, such as the adult
swimming lessons and therapeutic
aquatics programs at the Stratton
Building and the recreational and
faculty swims at Alumni Coliseum.
He said the Eels' Alumni Association, a group of 240 former university swimmers, would remain intact.
"We're closer than a lot of fraternities and sororities," he said. "We
still have fond memories. They can't
erase 50 years."
Jay Chanley of Richmond, president of the alumni group, said,
"We"re deeply sorry it's happened,
but it's over and we'd just as soon
let sleeping dogs lie."

"It's a start, but why did the commission request the community's input when they didn't even listen?"
said Phil Seyfrit, foreman of the
Madison County Grand Jury.
Seyfrit said proper enforcement of
the ordinance is the only thing that
will make a difference.
"Now, maybe bar owners will
police their businesses better than
in the past," Foley said.

Stone WOrk

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Mike Durham, a senior art education major from Mount Vernon, found it takes a strong arm
and steady hand to sculpt limestone. Durham was using an air-driven chisel to sculpt an abstract
from the stone.

Commission OKs drinking ordinance
(Continued from Page One)
way to crack down on underaged
drinking.
Under the ordinance passed Tuesday night, minors will only be allowed to enter bars which have a
200-square foot dance floor and hold
a dance license issued by the ABC
administrator.
Under the newly passed ordinance, minors will also be allowed to enter restaurants which derive
50 percent of their revenue from the
sale of food.
original ordinance to say no minors
would be allowed in any establishment that served alcoholic

beverages.

A committee of the ABC administrator, city manager, city attorney, and representatives of the
Richmond Retail Beverage Association and the Richmond/Madison
County Ministerial Society proposed minors not be allowed to enter
any establishment in Richmond
such as restaurants or food stores
which sold malt beverages and/or
mjgag drinks.
Members of the religious community headed by the Rev. Bill
Young, president of the Rich-

mond/Madison County Ministerial
Society, said barring minors from
these establishments was the only
All employees who handle
alcoholic beverages will be required
to register with the Richmond
Police Department.
The employees will be issued an
identification badge with their
photograph, name, address and
place of employment. Ihese badges
must be worn during working hours.
In past meetings. Joiner said
these badges will help more easily
identify employees who serve

alcohol to underaged drinkers.
If an employee is caught serving
intoxicating beverages to minors, he
faces a $100 fine and the withdrawal
of his registration card.

Wolff® Tannins Beds
"The Finest System Available"

11% •#* WM.
LIMIT ONE COUPON - COUPON EXPIRES April 23. 1987
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THE COLLEGE
SHOP
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RICHMOND. KT

Jim's Pawn Shop
3rd & Water Sts.
Richmond, Ky.
623-2810
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IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
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Positive
thinking
pushed

Police beat
The following report, have beea
filed with the aaivarafcty's Drviaioa
of Public Safety

By Mitch Howard

Staff writer
The university's Student Senate
is renewing a program to motivate
the students on campus.
It's called the UP Program.
The UP Program originated in
1984. Students Scott Nortbcut,
Martin Schickel and Jill Forbes
developed the program to promote
positive thinking on campus.
The idea got its start when these
students were reading the same
books on positive thmUng. They
felt what they had learned could
'benefit everyone on campus.
When research papers, projects
and finals got to be too much, they
wanted to provide some relief.
In the past, the UP coordinators
have been responsible for a pep rally and concert in the Ravine. They
have decorated the campus with
balloons and given out name tags
and smile-ograms on campus.
The program turned out to be
more work than expected. And interest in the program began to
dwindle.
The program has been re
juvinated under the direction of
Jean Lambers. Lambers is the chair
of the senate's Public Relations
Committee.
Other members of the senate's
committee that are taking part in
the program are Alice Chadwell,
Connie Sydnor, Melissa Riffle,
Amber Morris, Sandy Fan-is, Janice
Durham and Mike Thism.
"We really want to get the
students excited about the university," said Lambers.
The UP coordinators will be using
a system cased SPECS. The system
is to improve the social, physical,
emotional and cognitive self.
The committee is planning events
for each section of the SPECS
system. A dating game on campus
is one possibility for improving the
social self. Members of the university's coaching staffs could give
speeches to improve the physical
self. And lectures on good com-.
munication might be given to improve the emotional self.
The first UP meeting is scheduled for 6 p.m. today in the Powell
Building. It is open to anyone interested in the program.
A campus-wide UP Day has been
scheduled for April SO. There wfll be
guest speakers and concerts in the
Ravine. Balloons will decorate the
campus. Name tags and smile-ograms will be given out on campus
and a water balloon toss wfll be held
A UP meeting will be held every
month instead of the original weekly sessions.
For more information on the UP
Program call Lambers at 622-1724.

Protest art

Program photo/Mike Morris

This poster appeared in the Powell Building earlier this week to protest the dropping of the swim
team. The Board of Regents Saturday voted to drop the men and women's swim team.

Program repays employers
By Jamie HUsom
Staff writer
One university program could
prove beneficial when students
begin their summer job search.
The university's Commonwealth
Work/Study Program offers that incentive to employers if they hire
students.
The state-operated program will
partially reimburse an employer for
wages paid to college students
under the program.
According to Kenneth E. Noah,
director of cooperative education
and the commonwealth work/study,
there are fewer restrictions entering
the program than co-op.
"With the work/ study program,
we hope to get more employers interested in hiring college students.
This is made possible by offering an
incentive to the employer for hiring
you," said Noah.
A student can qualify for the program through financial aid, as long
as the top family income is not over
$60,000. In some rare cases though,
exceptions are made.
"If you've been turned down
before by financial aid this is no indication you can't qualify for the
work/study program," Noah said.
"There is a much greater chance
for a student to get into our program even if he is already receiving
some amount of flww<.i aid," he
said.
The program provides the
employer with a reimbursement of
$1.60 per each hour a student
works, but a student must work at
a job that wfll eventually enhance
their career objective.
Noah said the major problem is
trying to place students in a job
that deals with their career choice
because of the limited jobs the pro-

$3.95
jor a dozen roses
good thru Saturday

630 &ig Hill A*.
Richmond, Kentucky

624-0198
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Stathers
Tlotfer Shop

could get a lot more for their dollar
are different types of jobs that can if they recycled the money back into a program like commonwealth
relate to different majors.
An example of how different jobs work/study.
may be able to tie into a major
"This way, the money, which are
would be an agriculture major who profits from operations, not tax
dollars, can go three times as far to
sold insurance.
Noah told of a student's desire to help the students help themselves,"
sell farm equipment once he said Nosh.
graduated, and although he worked
The maximum allowance to the
his way through the program sell- larger higher learning institutions,
ing insurance instead, this gave him such as the university, is $16,000.
Above that figure, expenses are
experience he needed in selling.
Noah said an advantage of the funded by the respective university.
program is no student can be placLast year alone, the university's
ed in a rfT^wnt work situation.
students made wages totaling over
"I think having a job in the com- $200,000.
munity instead of on campus gives
Donna Hamilton, assistant
the students a great opportunity to surpervisor of the credit department
get a handle on what a permanent at a Richmond bank, said she feels
job may be like. It helps the the program is very beneficial to
students get their foot in the door," students as well as employers.
said Noah.
"We have at least two work/study
This is the fourth year for the
state-wide program and the third students at the moment. We feel it
year the university has been gives the student some on-the-job
training while supplying us with
involved.
The program was started when some part-time trained help," said
excess money was turning up in the Hamilton.
state education program. Instead of
For more information about the
giving the money straight back to program, stop by the co-op office,
the students, the state felt they Combs 114 or call 622-1296.
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April 5:
Polly Mane, reported the fire
alarm sounding in the 700 block of
Brockton. The Richmond Fire
Department was called and found
the smoke was caused by a dryer's
electrical
junction
box
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April 4:
Jane Ti, Martin Hall, reported the
fire alarm sounding on the fourth
floor, east wing of Martin Hall The
Richmond Fire Department was
called but no smoke or fire was
found.
Connie Kiacald, Brockton,
reported the theft of a sweatsuit
valued at $30 from the laundromat
in the 700 block of Brockton.
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April 2:
Billy Robinson, Manchester, wss
arrested and charged with fourthdegree assault.
Joe Crowder, Commonwealth
Hall, reported the theft of a wallet
from his room in Commonwealth.
The wallet and its contents were
valued at $68.
Vattarie Cobb, McGregor Hall,
reported the theft of one hubcap
from her vehicle while it was parked in the Lancaster Lot The hubcap
was valued at $30.
Aaron C. Howe, Cincinnati, was
arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Jos Hayststt, Richmond, reported
the theft of four cassette tapes and
the control knobs of his stereo from
his vehicle while it was parked in the
Lancaster Lot. The tapes were
valued at $40.
Kriatea M. Haraack. Richmond,
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
David B. Bases, Keene Hall, was
arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Mark A Klsier, Lexington, was
arrested and charged with disorderly conduct.
Steven P. l<inon, Lexington, was
arrested and charged with disorderly conduct.
John Couchot. Richmond,
reported someone had broken the
window out of his vehicle while it
was parked in the lower section of
Lancaster Lot.
Jeffery M. Dapper, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with
disorderly conduct and alcohol
intoxication.

April 3:
Dean Feger, Dupree Hall, was arrested and charged with driving
under the influence of alcoholic
beverages.
Collssn SUansr. Teiford Hall,
reported the theft of a purse from
the lobby desk of O'Donnall Hall.
The purse contained a Kentucky
driver's license, s university ID
card, a money order and other currency. The purse and its contents
were valued at $74.
Chris Denham. Brockton,
reported the theft of a stereo and
speakers, a set of tools and a car
jack from his vehicle while it was
parked in Madison Parking Lot. The
items were valued at $190.
Jamea Crimea, Richmond,
reported the theft of a money bag
containing approximately $86 in
cash and checks from his vehicle
while it was parked in the Burnam
Lot next to Case Hall.

108 E. Main
Richmond. Ky.
(6061 623-6847

FAMILY
Eastern By Pass
University Shopping Center
62+0237

I2ISSS1TI355

STEAK HOUSE
LUNCH • DINNER • PRIVATE PARTIES
Hours: Sun-Thurs 11 -9 Fri-Sat 11-10
Barnes Mill Rd. I-75 Exit 87
Richmond. KY
606/624-1193
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Zoning denied
for frat house
By Phil Bowling
Art* editor
The Sigma Alpha EpaJlon Fraternity went before the Richmond
Board of Adjustment* April 1 in an
unaucceaeful attempt to obtain a
conditional uae permit for a new
fraternity house.
The fraternity ia currently one of
the two campus organizations
recognised as having official bouses.
The SAE house is located at 230 S.
Collins St.
The fraternity leases its residence
for S6.000 annually.
The fraternity wul have the option
to renew the lease, which expires in
June, for up to three years.
According to SAE President Jeff
Perkins, the fraternity had an interest in a home located at 223 Summit St.
The house in question is located
one block from the current fraternity bouse. The owners of the sixbedroom home are attempting to
sell it for $126,000.
"It is zoned multi-family, exactly what we want to use it for. so we
looked into the situation." Perkins
said.
"We talked to our housing corporation and they said we were in
the right financial status." Perkins
said.
"Then we began to figure out
future bousing costs and figures of
membership increases," he said.
Currently, nine members reside at
the home on South Collins Street.
The fraternity has 71 members and
19 pledgee this semester.
I n order to live in the house, a resident must be an active member,
have a 2.0 GPA and be 21 years old
"We felt that if at any time SAE
would not grow it would have been
in the last year and we have increased by 26 to 30 members." Perkins
said.
"Any fraternity bouse in a
residential section has to be approved by the adjustment board according to the city regulations," said adjustment board Chairman Harry
Moberly. Sr.
"It cost us f 100 j ust to apply for
the permit and we spent over two
months preparing and gathering information." Perkins said
The first issue to arise at the
meeting concerned the parking
situation. "According to city regulations, there has to be so many offstreet parking spaces and they
didn't meet this with the house."
Moberly
said.
"There was a petition signed by
32 members of the community and
most of them were there at the
meeting," Moberly said.
Noise and parties were brought

up as negative points by citizens
present, Moberly said
"The reputation of disturbances
that they have caused in the past,
and there is record of that, and it
has caused them not to be welcome
in any residentisl neighborhood,"
Moberly said "The people just
won't welcome them as good
neighbors."
"I tried to stress to them that it
wasn't feasible to have social functions at this house due to the size
of our fraternity,' Perkins said, add
ing the house the fraternity was
wishing to purchase could not hold
half of the fraternity's 90 members.
Although the SAE fraternity has
been on sanctions for the past year
and has held no social functions at
the house, many of the neighbors
still complain of the noise.
"There are unofficial houses (in
the neighborhood) and there are
several people who have signed a
petition to get them out of there,"
Moberly said.
"This problem sure hasn't helped
their (the SAEs') possibility of obtaining a fraternity house in the
neighborhood. ' Moberly said.
"One resident at the meeting
went on to describe people sitting
out on the roof last Sunday with
stereos playing and people drinking," Perkins said. "The whole scene
he described was accurate, but it
wasn't at our house.
We stated that we were trying to
go within their jurisdiction and that
we as the tenants would not become
s menace since this type of permit
could be revoked at any given
time," Perkins said.
The board denied the request 3-0
with Moberly abstaining from
voting.
"As chairman. I held the hearing
and didn't ask any questions,"
Moberly said. "I live in the
neighborhood and had a vested interest so I abstained from voting.
"Fraternities are a necessary part
of the university and I think the
university and the city should get
together and work out the plans,"
Moberly said.
Now that the hearing is over, the
fraternity must decide what to do
for future living quarters.
"Fortunately, it was not s win or
die situation and we still have our
house and other options," Perkins
said
During the next few months,
members of the fraternity will be
«w^w«g whether to attempt finding
another residence, perhaps in a rural
area, or simply signing the lease in
June and doing major renovations
on the current house, Perkins said.
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Call 624-1218

Progress staff report

The Eastern Progress participated in two separate journalism
saMasaWat* contests this semester
winning in various categories.
Award winners of the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association's Gold
Circle Awards were announced
March 30.
A total of 14.609 entries from
various college newspapers across
the country were judged.
Progress staff writers who won
were: Keith Howard, second place in
feature writing; Terri Martin, certificate of merit for feature writing:
and Thorn Marsh, certificate of
merit for art and illustration.
The Progress was awarded a certificate of merit for overall
newspaper design.
On April 4 award winners for the
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
Association contest were announced during the annual convention in
Louisville.
Pi ogress winners are: Alan White,
third place for editorials; Rob Carr,
third place for magazine photo and
first place for news photo; Mike
Mar see, honorable mention for
sports news; and.
Heather Burkhart, honorable
mention for sports feature; Sean
EUrins, third place for sports photo;
Ron Server, first place for ad design,
third place for house ad. honorable
mention for ad copy and second
place for ad campaign; and.
Brent New, second place for ad
design and honorable mention for ad
copy; Thorn Marsh, honorable mention for ad art; and Leia LeMaster,
third place fur ad copy.

Aid deadline nears
Students who plan to apply for
financial aid for the 1987 fall
semester should do so before April

16.

Progress photo/Rodney Ross

Stringing along

Harvi Griffith, a nationally acclaimed harpist, performed Sunday at the Gifford Theatre. The concert which was sponsored by Center Board drew about 25 people.

For more information about financial aid opportunities at the university and student eligibility, contact
the financial aid office. Room 200.
Jones Building, or call 622-2361.
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Earn money, experience

Paid staff positions now open for
1987 - 1988 school year

Let Vi Make }jour 'Easter 'Basket!

Editorial positions open:

Cargt Assortment Of:
Canoy
OouS
"Balloons

Stuffei Animals
Books
Pens. -Pencils, "Basers

And Much Mori!

ri

n

Editor
News Editor
Features Editor
Arts Editor
Staff Artist

Managing Editor
Activities Editor
Sports Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Special Sections Editor

JACK'S

ONE HOUR CLEANERS
Phone 623-6244
205 Water St., Richmond, Ky

QUALITY DRYCLEANING
AT REASONABLE PRICES SINCE 1964
• INSURED STORAGE • SUEDE & LEATHER
• ALTERATIONS
SERVICE
Experienced Silk Cleaning
FREE PARKING AT THE DOOR

LET'S GET
PERSONAL !

Desperately Seeking Susan??
Want to wish your Little Brother
Happy Birthday?
Like u» go downtown with
that girl who sits in the back
row. third seat from the left in
your ENG 101 class?
Then why don't you say so ia

The Eastern Progress'

classified ads. Only S2.00 for
each ten words.'.'!'J
Coil 622-1872 for more i nfo

Advertising and circulation
positions open:
^■SoCfcSsfi

Advtrtiainaj Director
Advertising Rapraaaitativ— 13)

Circulation Manager
Business and Communications Majors
Encnuraged To Apply

*fr . w
-

Applications are available in The Progress
(117 Donovan Annex) Application deadline is
April 10, 1987. For more information,
contact Marilyn Bailey at 622-1880 or
Terri Martin at 622-1882.
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Buffett days
The echoes of Island music throughout Alumni Coliseum have come to an end and
memories are all that's left behind.
A week ago the university hosted cultcountry great Jimmy Buffett.
Despite colder temperatures outside, many
students wore shorts and T-shirts to enhance
the island mood of Buffett's music.
The concert was sponsored by the University Center Board.
The appearance by Buffett was his fourth visit
to the university since he came to national fame
in 1974 with his hit song "Margantaville."
Approximately 5.500 fans piled into Alumni
Coliseum for the concert.
Many students were asked to help set the
show up, take tickets and usher the concert.
Buffett began the show at 8 p.m. and performed "Son of a Son of a Sailor." and a few
other favorites before bringing out his band.
The King Kong Trio.

The King Kong Trio is only a portion of Buffer's original band, The Coral Reefer Band.
Each year during his limited spring tour, Buffett plays more of his older material.
The show, which lasted for two and one-half
hours, featured many Buffett classics such as,
"Cheeseburger in Paradise," "Come Monday." "Fins." "Why Don't We Get Drunk,"
and "Changes in Latitude, Changes in Attitude."
-Phil Bowling

Photos by Rob Carr and Steve Lincoln

STUDENT SPECIAL
$1.99 tax
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Wednesday Special

Beef and Bean
Enchilada with
choice of Rice or
Beans

Tuesday Special
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No-Risk
Hair Design
& Tanning

It WM time to expand, ao Hair—nee ia
aanouncinf the addition of a new co-owner
and deeicner Jackie Man* ia a qualified,
profeeaiooal coametolofiet
abb to offer you a full range
of creative hair deeurn
eervicee She ia a native
of Richmond and graduated
from Madiaon Central
She invitee all her fnenda
and proepactive customer*
to uae the epeciala below.

202 Water St. 623-4567
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Jackie Manz

REMEMBER - THE SALON THAT GUARANTEES!

O'Riley's
Pub
Eadies hale no coler
and receive special drink prices.
Wednesday is LADIES NIGHT!

Celebrate Spring!
Spring Fling
Today!
Meditation Chapel Area 10 am to 4 pm

Arts. Crafts. Information.
Entertainment and Ice Cream.
Sponsored By Student
Association and University
Book and Supply.
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FISCHER'S SLICED
HAM & CHEESE OR

'/EAT

Kroger

Dixie

wieners

HALVES OR QUARTERS
ICE COLD

Driscoil "^r^Red Ripe

2-LITER BTL

(si.50Off Label)
LAUNDRY

POTATO CHIPS

Surf

FritoLay
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QUART

Cola
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12-OZ. PKC

NEW CROP CALIFORNIA

Pepsi

Juice

Loaf
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7-UP, MT DEW, PEPSI FREE
DIET PEPSI OR

KROGER REFRIGERATED
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LB.
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FANCY MICHIGAN RED ROME OR
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Made with Fresh Strawberries

Sausage or Pepperonl

Pizza
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•

6-LB. BAG

Thin crust
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Noticing signs could help save many lives
By Jackie Hinkle
Contributing writer
Looking at Mark, he seemed to be
the epitome of the all-around successful college student

The second is depression which
can be expressed through an abuse
of alcohol or other drugs.
The third sign is s drastic change
in behavior. "Someone who is usually very outgoing and likes to be
around people may become
withdrawn," Walker said.
The fourth and fifth danger
signals are threats and previous
attempts.
-vassal

He was good-looking, popular and
a straight-A student.
He always looked at ease in his
khaki pants and buttoned-down Oxford shirt as he walked on campus
stopping every few feet to greet
someone with his usual big grin and
hearty hello.

Walker said although these may
be signs someone is thinking of killing himself, it doesn't always mean
he will commit suicide, but these
signs should not be overlooked.
Walker also stressed in ta7
workshop that if a faculty member
feels a student is having some type
of problem and might be considering harming himself that he should
talk to the student

Mark could always be seen out on
campus; he was involved in just
about everything.
He had what every other student
wished for, at least it seemed that
way. What the rest of the student
body didn't know was that beneath
his happy-go-lucky exterior was a
lot of underlying problems.

Walker said, "People have a
misconception about talking to the
person who might be considering
suicide. They feel that if they talk
to the person about it then it'll
prompt him to actually do it."

Problems Mark felt were too hard
for him to handle.
He shot himself, leaving only
memories of his jovial personality
behind.--'^
At some point of a student's life,
he will become so overwhelmed with
problems that he will want to just
give up.
Many of them actually do each
year.
Suicide is not a new problem in
the United States or on college campuses either. In the past 30 years
the suicide raU> has increased for the
college-aged group of 15 to 24.
In fact, 10.6 percent of every
100.000 students commit suicide
and eight out of 10 of those suicides
give clear clues.
"Suicide can be prevented,
especially on campus," said Jan
Walker, psychologist and assistant
director of counseling at the univer-

Progress illustration/Thomas Marsh

sity. "The faculty has the opportunity to detect things in a student's behavior that might mean
that person is thinking about
suicide."
Walker headed a suicide prevention workshop held March 5 for the
faculty. According to Walker, the
workshop was voluntary with more
than 60 faculty members attending.
Les Ramsdell, assistant professor

in the Department of Health Education, said, "When we talk about
suicide it's usually about teenagers,
but it (the workshop) was slanted
more toward college students and
also the responsibilities of teachers.
"We usually don't talk about
these things, but if you care about
students, it's important," Walker
said.
Walker stressed there are various

things faculty should look for.
"For example, if a student is
writing very, very negative comments about himself in a paper or in
a journal, it might mean that there
is something wrong in that student's life and he might be thinking
of suicide."

"The person might give away
prize possessions. Someone who is
an avid golfer might give away his
golf clubs." said Walker. "Another
thing the person might do is write
his will or talk about writing his
will"

There are many signals a student
can send. Five major warning signs
are the most common.

The first, according to Walker, is
the person who is thinking about
suicide will put his affairs in order.

She added, "Many people think
that those who talk about suicide
won't actually do it, but in 80 percent of suicides there were definite
dues of intent."
According to Walker, most people
who think about harming
themselves have a low self-esteem
and talking to them about their
problems shows them someone
cares and brings their self-esteem
up.
Another point Walker stressed to
the faculty is when they feel a student is having troubles, they should
refer that student to the counseling
center.
"The instructor can call and make
an appointment or even accompany
the student to the counseling
center," Walker said.

Hopes of becoming nurse Students travel abroad
set career goal for Beck
By Greg Carman
Staff writer
Most citizens of the United States
usually receive a high school education, and some even a college
education.
But few students ever receive the
opportunity to travel overseas to
study in a foreign country.
However, programs like the
university's Study Abroad Program
allow many students the opportunity to do just that.
In 1983, the university, along
with many other state schools such
as the University of Kentucky,
Western Kentucky University.
Murray State University, Kentucky
State University, Morehead State
University and Northern Kentucky
University, formed the Cooperative
Center for Study in Britain.

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Lesley Beck, a nursing major, prepares for her career in obstetrics.
By Mitch Howard
Staff writer
When you decide to attend college, you usually expect to get
the hands-on experience that is
vital in finding a job after
graduation.
For Lesley Beck, the experience
came first.
Beck is a nursing msjor at the
university, hoping to pursue a
career in obstetrics.
She already has a head start on
the competition.
While attending Harrison
County High School in Cynthiana, she took a health careers
class. It was taught in two
sections.
The first year involved in-class
instructions on medical techniques. With the second year came
volunteer work in a local
hospital.
Beck did her volunteer work at
Harrison Memorial Hospital She
rotated between different areas
of the hospital.

'Watching someone give birth can teach you
the meaning of patience.'
-Lesley Beck
Students would spend time in
the emergency room, respiratory
care unit and other areas of the
hospital.
"It's
really
exciting.
Everyone's adrenaline gets go
ing. Being there is completely different," she said.
Beck has always been around
the medical profession. Her
mother is a registered nurse. She
also has an older sister that is
pursuing a nursing career.
Beck came to the university
because she thought it had a
good nursing program.
If you think Beck's experiences in the delivery room
would make her think twice
about having children, you're
wrong. Beck said she does plan
on having children someday.
"I'm going to have triplets,
two boys and one girl, "she said.

While working in the labor and
delivery section, Beck observed
about 15 actual deliveries.
These included natural
childbirth, delivery chairs and
Caeearean sections.
She also observed the delivery
of twins.
Beck had the unusual opportunity to observe her boyfriend's
mother giving birth.
Beck said she thinks the class
would be a good idea for anyone,
not just nursing majors.
"Watching someone give birth
can teach you the meaning of patience," Beck said.
"It's really thrilling. Each
delivery is different," she added.
Although the books and films
one sees in class are important.
Beck said it does not compare
with the experience of being in
the delivery room.

According to one of the program's
coordinators here at the university,
Dr. Robert Burkhart: "The program
gives students the opportunity to
visit places where events in English
literature actually occurred."
For example, Burkhart added a
student is given the opportunity to
view the always excellent
Shakespearean productions in London and Stratford that should help
them to gain new insights on the
playwright and other notable
literary figures.
The program format takes place
in two terms, with the first term
beginning June 11 and ending July
13, and the second term lasting from
July 6 through Aug. 10.
Summer term one combines a
touring program with university
stays, in Stirling, Scotland and
London.
With this format the student is
exposed to much of Britain with approximately two weeks of visiting
three or four different locations.
According to Burkhart, "The first
term will be a travel/study program
with a combination of university
learning and family visiting."
The second term, rather than placing students in British homes, will
offer housing with the aid of King's
College of the University of London.
The term will be conducted at the
Kensington Branch of the college
located in the central part of
London.
Also, unJike the first term, the second term will introduce a campus
environment to the student.
The cost for the program will be

I

•1.995 for the first term and 11.955
for the second term.
Burkhart added, "The student
pays for most of the costs but financial aid is available The program includes roundtrip airfare to London,
accommodations and some meals.''
If needed students may apply
and receive the same financial aid
they would normally be eligible for
in the United States.
On the other hand, the second
term will be somewhat larger with
43 courses in some 17 subject fields
being offered.
The difference between the
British classes and the normal college classes is the stress on British
insight and background rather than
tradition courses.
Any regular or part-time students
at any CCSB schools are eligible to
participate in the program.
But in order to participate in the
program students must submit an
application and an application fee

i

rogress illustration/Thomas Marsh
of $75 to either Burkhart or Dr.
David Sefton.

Sefton is the second of the program coordinators here at the
university and chairman of the
history department.
Registration for classes is done at
the university that the student attends. This makes it possible for
most students to register for
courses through the*- respective
schools.
Evidence of the popularity of toe
program is represented by the fact
that around 200 students are expected to participate in this years
program.
Burkhart added, "The advantage
of this program is that you can go
with your own friends and faculty
that you know."
Furthermore, in addition to many
other instructors throughout the
state, Burkhart will also be attending the summer program.

I
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Activities
Campus organizations
help out with Olympics

■

nri*
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By Kriati Spencer
Staff writer
Organizations from the community as well as the university have
joined forces to make the Area 16
Special Olympics a day to remember
for the entire community.
The event will be bald at 9 a.m.
April 26 at the Tom Samuels Track
on campus.
The Richmond Kiwanis Club is
overseeing the planning of the
games for area 16. Area 16 includes
Madison, Boyle, Estill Garrard,
Jessamine, Lincoln, Mercer and
Powell counties.
Special Olympics is a small-scale
version of the International Olympic Games, except all of the participants have special needs due to
various handicaps.

Progress photo/Chris Niblock

Sharon Davis, left, a freshman fashion merchandising major from Louisville, provides back-up while
Stephanie Rehm, a senior elementary education major from Butchertown, keeps her eye on the
ball. Both are members of Kappa Delta Sorority and were playing in the Phi Delta Theta Softball
Tournament.

"Special Olympics benefit the
community as well as the athletes,"
said Tom Khiemper, event director
for the games and a local dentist.

Campus clips
Judo team wins events Triathlon rescheduled
The university's judo team participated in the U.S. National Collegiate Judo Championships Saturday at Ohio State University. Jill
Luckett placed first in her weight
division and in the women's open
division, m«hing her National Col
legists Judo Champion. Lisa Rakes,
Mike Worley. Craig Hagan. Greg
Curry - and Andrew Smeltzer also
competed.
The judo team will also offer a free
clinic from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. Monday and from 6 p.m. to8 p.m. Tuesday. For more information, contact
Andrew Smeltzer at 623-3047.

The triathlon sponsored by the
Division of Intramursls has been
rescheduled for 9 a.m. April 18 in
Alumni Coliseum. Individuals or
teams interested in participating
should go to Begley 202 to enter.
Entry fee is $8 for individuals and
$7 per member per team.

Scholarship offered
The Department of Geography
and Planning is accepting applications for the Kentucky Tourism
Federation Scholarship, which is
worth $500. Any student who will
be a trsvel and tourism msjor in
geography with upper division dur-

ing the 1987-88 academic year is
eligible. Deadline for application is
April 16. For more information, contact Dennis E. Quillen at 622-1418.

Open house to be held
The Department of Baccalaureate
Nursing will conduct an open house
from 1 p.m. until 4 p.m. April 26 in
Room 306 of the Rowlett Building.
Faculty from the nursing department, junior and senior nursing
students and financial personnel will
be available to answer questions
and conduct campus tours. For
more information, contact Donna
Gates st 622-2092.

Interviews given
Mr. Jerry Crouch of the University Press of Kentucky will be interviewing faculty who are interested
in submitting manuscripts to the
University Press from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. April 22 in Conference Room
A in the Powell Building. Those
wanting to set up an interview must
contact Merita Thompson at
622-1146.

WDMC seeks help
WDMC, the campus radio station, is now accepting applications
for summer positions. News, sports,
production and continuity as well as

Khiemper said the games help to
break the boundaries between "socalled normal people with special
needs people."

courage the lads to finish the race
no matter what," said Janet
Johnson, Circle K president.

The area dvic groups involved are
broken up Rato committees in charge
of things like hospitality, first aid,
sports, opening ceremonies and a
carnival and dance that will be
featured with the games.
"I just can't get over how overwhelming the community support
has been," Kluemper said.
Kluemper predicts over 260
The volunteers will have jobs such athletes will be participating, most
of them coming from schools in the
as runners-person, who runs results
eight-county area, and spproximateto the judging table; huggersly 600 volunteers will be helping out.
person, who hugs athletes at the
Sharon Hopkins, special educafinish line; and buddies-person. who
stays with a child throughout the tion teacher at Daniel Boone
Elementary School and county coorday.
dinator for the games, said she feels
Five members of Circle K, a the games do a lot for the children.
university service organisation, will
"It gives them self-confidence and
also be serving as huggers.
self-esteem, a sense of achieve"Being a hugger is a very impor- ment," Hopkins said.
tant job because we are there to enMarsha Hart, volunteer recruiter,
said the kids give more than the
volunteers.
"The love and warmth that they
(children) convey far outweighs the
support the volunteers have," Hart
said.
"Everyone goes home a winner
from the games and each athlete
on-air positions are available. For gets a ribbon regardless of placing,
more information, call the station at
Kluemper said.
622-1883 or stop by Donovan AnSome of the athletes will become
nex 126.
eligible for competition in the state
games. Winners from state games
will go to the national and internaTo submit a clip
liana lor Campus Cops should be tional games.
Two athletes from area 16 have
typed awl signed with • iBJaphwii
already qualified for international
number included in case there are
competition.
questions regarding the clip. Items
But the theme of the game is not
should be delivered to Donovan Annecessarily to win, but to compete
nex 117 by Monday of the week in
with dignity.
which the clip will run. These items
The Special Olympic oath reads:
should contain only information per"Let me win, but if I cannot win, let
tinent to the university community
me be brave in the attempt."
and preferably contain only information about services or events that
The Special Olympics will be free
are free and open to the public.
and open to the public
Kluemper said most of the civic
groups in this area have given their
support But individuals and university students have gotten involved
also.
Sullivan Hall Council President
Rebecca Smith has railed the support of all of the residence hall councils on campus.
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Baptist campus group
sends help for summer
By Am, Caudill
The families the students stay
Activities editor
with during the summer are responSeveral members of the Baptist sible for providing room and board
Student Union will be going on sum- at no charge.
mer missions this summer.
"Summer missions is probably
The Rev. Rick Trexler, Baptist
the thing we put our most emphasis
Campus Minister, said 15 to-20 in," Trexler said.
students wfll be going to various
Trexler said the experience is
areas within the state, as well as to good for the students because it
other states and overseas.
helps them to learn to better deal
Trexler said the missions are with people and church situations
funded by the Kentucky Baptist and gives them a chance to share
Convention, of which BSU is a themselves.
member.
"I think it's a great experience,"
Various fund-raisers throughout he said.
the year help BSU to reach its local
Trexler said he was a summer misgoal of $5,500, Trexler said.
sionary for three summers when he
This money goes into the Ken
was a student.
"My years in summer missions
tucky Baptist Convention fund,
which has a goal this year of 97,400. have a lot to do with where I am
The money in this fund is now," he said.
distributed to the students in the
Jeff Prosser, a freshman police adstate who are doing missions to help ministration major from Louisville,
pay for their transportation, Trex- will be working at Camp Rabro
about an hour south of Louisville.
ler said.
"Each year we try to raise money
Prosser said he wffl be a counselor
to help take care of these folks," and will work with a different group
Trexler said.
of bovs each week leading Bible
Some of the fund-raising projects studies, teaching recreation and
that help BSU to meet its goal in- camping skills and possibly giving
clude selling chances on a Kings testimonies.
Island trip, chances on the use of a
Prosser's mission will last 10
limousine for a night, and chances weeks.
on the right to throw a pie in TraiProsser said he was interviewed
for his position by the state BSU
ler's face.
Trexler said BSU also has a choir board.
He said he felt God wanted him
that performs in churches and takes
up a "Love Fund" at each to be in summer missions and that
performance
he wanted to give it a try.
Trexler said the money given to
Michele Bartlett, a junior fashion
the student missionaries goes merchandising
major
from
toward transportation and a small Frankfort, will go to Camp Joy, a
girls' camp in Brownsville.
allowance of about $400.

Bartlett said she and her partner
will be working with different age
groups of girls each week in
whatever area they are needed, be
it leading Bible studies, planning
recreational activities or helping in
the kitchen.
"One day I was down at the BSU
and I heard about summer missions,
and it just clicked that was what I
wanted to do." Bartlett said.
Bartlett will be at Camp Joy for
10 weeks.
Terry Ward, a senior marketing
major from Dayton, Ohio, will spend
the summer in Colorado.
Ward said he will be traveling
around the state with another man
Progress photo/Rodney Roes
Packing it in
who wfll provide the music while he
preaches.
James Rice, an undeclared freshman from Campbellsville, carries a load of football equipment
Ward said he and his partner will
through the Powell Building Lot. Rice is a football manager for next year's team.
lead revival services and stay with
a different family each week for 10
weeks.
"We're touching other people's
lives, and that's what's important,"
Ward said.
Karen Hatler, a junior occupational therapy major from
Russelville. will work with the
Boonescreek Association in
By Chip Miller
and Thursdays at separate fields," training for a lot of the players who
Winchester.
Copy editor
he said. The games play at 4, 6 and play on these teams," Jennings
The first through fourth weeks.
Spring weather brings with it the
6 p.m.
added.
Hatler wfll work with Vacation BiJennings said the divisions play
One thing Jennings felt sawM ad
ble School and backyard Bible smell of flowers, the awakening
each other in tournaments and the the play for the softball teams was
camps, and the last six weeks she birth of newborn babies and the
winners of these divisions then play
the intramural fields' condition.
will work at the camp at crack of the softball bat aa it alugs
a softball.
each other to determine the univer"The fields are used for almost
Boonescreek, she said
Softball season is once again here
sity champion,
everything Softball is played on
"As a Christian, I think it's a
"The tournament would wrap up them and soccer is played there.
good time for me to serve Ood and at the university and the team diviaround the last two to three days
Phis these are not the beat fields,"
also, it's a good time for me to sions are lisgliinlnfl to squeeze in
their games in this thus far foul
he said.
before finals week," Jennings said.
grow," Hatler said.
April weather.
He added there is s coeducational
He said this hurts the participaDr. Wayne Jennings, director and recreation team division to be tion for some possible players and
assistant pi of—or of Intramural played for one weekend only this upPrograms, said the first of the coming wsskanrl This would include
He said he knew some infieldeas
league games ware played the week teams involving both male and
were wary of the condition of the infoUowinn Spring Break.
female members.
field and this caution does hamper
Jennings said there are three diviJennings said there are about 86
their play.
Churchill Downs to do some sions of men's teams: fraternity, inteams
involved
in
the
intramural
As of Tuesday, only four days of
positive things in the infield," Jendependent and housing.
softball program this semester.
games had been played as schedulnings said.
He said there is a separate
"Usually we have around 100 or ed. Jennings said five scheduled
The university's tournament in- women's Issgus, but that it doesn't so teams, give or take some," he days had been canceled due to
cluded nine teams.
have enough teams to play in said.
severe wet playing fields.
The Infielders were the winners. separate divisions. "So the
"There is a high caliber of players
"Some of the fields drain real well
and then others don't," Jennings
The members of the winning team sororities play the housing teams that are reel good around this area."
said. "With all the snow we've had
are Ruse Mast. Dinah Hflgeford, and so on in this division," he said. he said.
"We schedule 21 games a day on
"This area is a real hotbed for
the fields were real mushy with
Donna Wflmee. Wilbur Wireman,
standing water."
Kelly Ambrose, Janet Smith, Sue Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays softball. This is a sort of spring
Snail and Stan lichtefald.

Intramural soft ball teams
begin spring season play

Team headed to Derby
By Aaay CaadU
ActlvftU. .ertar

The Division of Intnanurals held
it* first annual Darby Classic
Volleyball Tournament Sunday in
Weaver Gym.
The tournament was co-sponsored
by Churchill Downs, Coca-Cola and
the Division of Intramurals.
Dr. Wayne Jennings, director of
Intramural Programs, said the tournament was a special offer to
students.
Twelve Kentucky colleges held corecreational volleyball tournaments
on their campuses.
Some of the schools involved were

the University of Kentucky, the
University of Louisville, Western
Kentucky University and Morehsad
State University.
Each team was required to have
four men and four women: six
players altogether with two
substitutes.
The tournaments were single
elimination, with each game being
played to a score of 21.
The winners of these tournaments
will play in a tournament at 9 a.m.
May 2 in the infield of the Kentucky
Derby.
"It's an attempt by the people at

All participants received free
T-shirts.
The Division of Intramurals is
also selling tickets to the Kentucky
Derby.

Sub Center
Special:
Two 6in. Bologna Subs
two chips & two small drinks
expires: 4-16-87

for only $4eX5

(reg. $5.28)

James Napier is the winner for naming our new sub-The Challenger!

Phone 3 Lounge

CELEBRATE
WITH
SUBWAY
On Friday, April 10th
we will be celebrating
our 3rd BIRTHDAY,
*|nd we're having a PARTY!
Buy any Footlong and small drink
for only
*&*

$3.33

Presents

April 8-11, Second Helping
April 14,

Expose to Love

April 15-18, Greg Austin Band

and
*^
enjoy a free piece of
birthday cake with any purchase,
(while it lasts)
(Birthday special not good on deliveries.)
fr
&

April 22-25, Fire Department

gP.

A\\mm^^

Sandwiches A Salads

200 S. 2nd Street
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Arts/Entertainment

I

Exhibit highlights students' work Students begin

IMI'IV'M'

work with play

By PM1 Bow Hag
Art* editor
Four long years of hard work
can easily be summed up for the
seven Bachelor of Pine Arts candidates whose work is on display
in the lateet art show
The efforts stand out and help
these young artiste shine in the
glory. The candidates show opened on Sunday.
The show is simply intriguing
to the eye. Regardless of your
tastes and preferences, the show
offers something for you.
These type of shows are the absolute beet to attend.
This is true because you have
artists who have not been
established and are wanting the
audiences' approval.
This fact is not necessarily true
for established popular artists
They can exhibit whatever they
desire after they have been
publicly acclaimed.
As part of their major these
students must display their work
for public exhibition and pray
that it all goes well
"Molly, Sam and I" is a 6-foot,
10-inch work on canvas by Dave
Abney. In the center of this work
is a very tight-face shot of a girl.
The expression on the girl's
face and in her eye* grab* you
and just does not want to let go
without letting you think for a
while.
Another work of this calibre in
the show is "Clown," by Connie
Hayee.
Hayes mads use of acryhes and
airbrush techniques when she
created the clown. The effect is
so vibrant that it leaves you with
the
impression
of
three-dimension.
The red paints on the clown's
face are so fantastic it appears to
be wet.
Going from the wet-look into
what has once been very wet and
become rusted, the show features

By Greg Carman
Staff writer
Moat people believe that ghosts
are just a figment of our
imaginations.
Ranging
anywhere
from
Poltergeist to Nightman on Elm
Street, ghosts have always seemed
to arouse interest in the most intellectual of people.
But apart from these haunting,
house-dwelling spirits we most often
associate with the word ghosts, they
can also be constant reminders U> us
of something we'd rather forget.
In the latest university stage production of Henrik Ibsen's "Ghosts,"
one family exemplifies how they are
torn apart by the ghosts of their
past.
The play is set on a remote inlet
in western Norway in the late 1800s.

Progress photo/Rob Carr

Amy Suit displays her work, "White Space" in the current exhibit.

Review
an awesome welded steel
sculpture by Warren M.
Heckman.
"Gyre and Gimble in the
Wabe" is a large beam angle anchoring a series of small rods in
an ever-twisting configuration.
You simply have to take a few
minutes to walk around this
piece.
Along the line of the intriguing
and twisted symbolism, Mark
Kid well does an excellent job of
bis story illustrations for some
popular stories of the macabre.
Kidwell's package includes unique illustrations for Stephen
King's "Children of the Com"
and "Lawnmower man," and

Clive Barker's "Son of Celluloid"
and "Raw he ad Rex."
A more humanistic dimension
of terror is added to the show by
Wendi Powell
In the work, "Distorted Profiles," Powell illustrates the
multi-faceted
expressions
possibly from the human face.
The three profiles are done in
plaster and are displayed on
small steel rods.
In a more abstract manner,
Amy Suit's "White Space." offers a vibrant and fresh dimension for the viewers of the show.
The acrylic painting relies
heavily upon sharp angle and
bright colors. The painting
perhaps is reflective of the
millions of different people in the
world managing to overcome differences for i

Another work in the show
making use of some abstract
painting is "A.T.," a three-part
series by Paige Williams.
Each canvas work is of the
back aide of a nude male. The element behind the work is the
simplicity of the human body,
yet the complexity and vsstness
in how everyone judges and sees
everyone else.
The first work is a basic acrylic
painting while the image in the
third canvas offers abstract coloring and «K»ping
The show is currently on
display in the Giles Gallery in the
Jane F. Campbell Building. The
gallery is open from 9:15 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. weekdays and from 2 to
6 p.m. on Sunday.
The show will run through
April 16.

According to the play's director,
professor of speech and theatre arts
Richard Benson: "The play is about
a woman who. in order to follow her
duty as ordered by society, remains
married to a man she knows is
dissolute."
It is set around the fact the main
character, Mrs. Alving, played by
Patricia Johns, tries every way
possible to keep her son, Oswald,
from inheriting his father's
undesirable traits.
"Mrs. Alving is someone you like
and admire." said Benson.
Oswald is played by Dwight
Craft, who recently portrayed Captain Absolute in "The Rivals."
According to Benson. "The play
is all symbolic irony, in that, as
much as she is trying to keep her
son from turning out like his father,
she can't do it."
It is one of Ibsen's many ironic
twists that Oswald does, afterall,
possess a fatal inheritance from his
father - veneral disease.

How to make
your next
pizza order easy
to carry out
1 Order your favorite
• Pizza Hut pizza, by
calling the number below.
Tell us when you want, it.

I

Carry-Out Or Eat In

j Call
i

L

2 Climb in your vehicle.
• Buckle-up. And obey
traffic laws. Don't be distract eel by the thought of
our great pizza.

623-2264
For

Large For Medium

«>twrous.wprrparivprr v.,ii «.p-Illt,p*,,„„!>,,,,, ,|u,.r<.„.ur.n„ p|r.„. prrM-nl coupon
"T?""!'.. '"?. '" W|'H'"""""""•"«"'»'"h">v..lh»rolIrr I 'Alrrnl c»»h rrdrmpimn cala*
r IWJ r.n. IK \nc (MN^nnlt through

J

Expires 4-21-87

Therefore, "Ghosts" is a play
about moral, rather than physical,
debilities.
"The central theme of the play is
that ghosts are those traditions that
have come down to us from the
past," said Benson.
Captain Alving's ghost haunts
Mrs. Alving over and over again
throughout the play in seemingly
everything she or Oswald has to do
with.
Craft's character is just a victim
of his father's dissolute ways and,
without choice, finally succumbs to
the ghosts of the past
"His (Oswald's) father had a joy
of life, and his son has a joy of life,"
said Benson. And ironically, both
turn to be one in the same.
According to Benson, much of the
first act of the play is hard to condense because much of the essential
action has taken place before the
point at which the curtain rises, and
past and present are revealed
together.
Benson notes: "The play is s very
involved, complex plot, but once you
get into it, it is easy to follow."
An interesting feature of the play
is the many twists and turns of
events which take place in the
subplot throughout the play.
For example, Engstrsnd, played
by Paul McVeigh, is at first seen as
a minor character in the play. But,
as the play continues he is found to
be quite significant, as is his
daughter Regina, played by Christie
Tate.
Pastor Mandera, played by Alan
Creech, also plays a key role in the
play, and adds a great deal of humor
to the intertwined web of occurring
eventa.
The play opens April 22 at the
Gifford Theatre in the Jane F.
Campbell Building and will run
through April 26.
Ticket prices will be $4 for
students and $5 for adults.
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Recent concert inspires
writer's desire to travel

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Steady moves

Doug Amburghy, a sophomore industrial arts major from Taylorsville, found a steady hand to
be a necessity while drawing for his residence design class in the Ault Building.

EDITOR S NOTE: Thu deranged
editor with— to apologizt to any
readers anticipating an electronics
column this week. It ain't gonna
happen.
Let's take time out this week and
do S little traveling down Highway
A1-A. That's right, we are headed
for Marjaritaville.
Driving in that convertible with
the wind blowing through your hair
at 70 mph, you have the radio blaring a classic country station.
Everything's going reasonably
fins until the DJ began iiieakine
"For all you devoted fans of the Coral Reefer Band, let's flip back
through the charts and revive a
food-lovers snthem
"And I Hka mine with lettuce and
tomato, Heinz 67 and trench fried
potato, big kosher pickle and a cold
draft beer, wall good God almighty,
which way do I steer for my
'Cheeseburger in Paradise'..."
Hunger sets in, the brakes
screech, and we simply have to stop
for a bite.
Naturally, the nearest eatery is s
roadside diner. You know you've
found the place when you see the
dust rotting from the gravel perking

nightclub, you seem to be getting e
little more courageous. In addition
to thia, all the girla are getting better lonlrlwg
There ehe is sitting at ths bar
alone, Mia. Wonderful
The last thing you remember from
the evening is hsering ths jukebox
play ... Oh. No! You didn't really
serenade her with that song.
"I just got S waterbed. it's filled
up for me end you. eo honey why
don't we get drunk ..."
Regardless, you have no broken
bones or bruise marks.
It happens to be Sunday and you
have to back at work on Monday. So
get the begs packed into the car and
check out of the motel.
Before hssrling back home you
have to stop off at the mini-mart
and fill the gas tank. While paying
for the gas, you decide to pick up a
few things for the road.
A few fiipw words of msptratton
come to msad, "... who's gonna
steal the peanut butter. I'll get the
can of sardmea, running up and
down the aisle of the mini-mart,
sticking food in our jeans ..."
Halfway back through Georgia,
you realise someone forgot s spoon
for the peanut butter.

Bits and pieces

Phil Bowling

The place has a few booths and
tables with most people sitting at
the counter bar. It is obvious the
place is known better for He social
atmosphere than the food.
Over in the corner is a jukebox
that has seen its better days snd has
suffered the injuries of several
ecuffles.
Yon walk in and sit down on the
swivel stool snd look at the handwritten menu on the wall.
After having the beat greasy
cheeseburger platter snd a cold Corona beer, time is wasting snd you've
got to get back on the road.
Finally, there it is. ths
Margaritavuls City Limits sign.
Let's hit ths beach.
After swktng ths juice of s few
too many limes in ths local

lot.

Reading course helps increase speed, comprehension
By Jennifer Feldmaa
Staff writer
What good is the ability to read
600 words s minute if your comprehension of those words is only 40
percent?
Not much, answers Msrcis
MscLsren. an assistant professor in
the Department of Learning Skills.
For the psst several years,
MscLsren hss taught s speed
reading class. GLS 116 Rapid
Reading, snd according to her, comprehension is the main goal in all
reading, making this class beneficial
for any student.
"There's s close relstionship between speed and comprehension.
Some students have difficulty carrying ideas through long paragraphs,"
so the ideal solution is to shorten the
time span in which one is reeding,
she said.
One of the first exercises in the
class used to accomplish this is to
examine the causes of slow reading.
MscLsren attributed most of the
trouble to "bsd habits - there are
people who just read one word st s
time."

She explained that words derive
their meaning from context, end "if
we give too much attention to individual words, we lose the meaning
in context."
Some people take the bsd habit
one step further by concentrating on
individual letters.
For exempts, MscLaren said most
readers will look at every letter of
the word "Saturday" before moving
on to the next. However, from context, a reader should be able to tell
that a date word, such as "Saturday," is coming up. Ths only two
days of the week that begin with the
letter "s" are Ssturday snd Sunday,
and so by the second letter, either
sn "a" or a "u," the reader should
know which dsy is being mentioned and continue on.
"What the student needs to do is
to use the least amount of time
neceessry to go to the meat-sndpotato words to get to the meaning
of these symbols," she said, adding
the letters themselves are merely
symbols snd their meaning is not on
the paper, but in the way the reader
interprets them.

She defines mest-and-potato
words ss the key words in s
sentence, snd ssid leas time should
be given to the other filler words.
For instance, Maclaren ssid with
the phrsse "in the park," many
students will spend ss much time
looking st the words "in" and "the"
as they spend on the word "park."
Although these words are important, "park" is the key word
"becauss it contains the most content snd tells you to be in the park,
not in ths swimming pool.''
According to MscLaren, the class
has s very practical use because it
helps s student to learn how to skim
and survey through material.
"You don't do a research paper by
reading every word of 200 articles
to find ths 10 you're going to use,"
she said. MacLaren added the
students that have ifcj—as over
material snd then have gone back to
read more intently have reported
understanding the material more
thoroughly.
She stressed, however, skimming
is not ideal for all reading matter.
"All things cannot be read equal-

ly - you wouldn't read TV Guide the
same way as you would Homer."
she said.
The class, which meets at 1 p.m.
on Mondays snd Wednesdays and
at 9:16 am on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, wsa offered three times
this semester, each time as s fourweek course for one hour of credit.
The final class began the first week
of April.
In previous years, ths class was
offered twice s semester, each time
as s half-semester course, but starting next semester, it will be offered
only once as s five-week class.
According to MacLaren, most of
her students entered the clsas
reeding between 200 snd 260 words
• minute.
The average person reeds about
260 words a minute.
She ssid ths class she just finished teaching ended the course with
an average of about 394 words s
minute for non-fiction articles, and
had a range between 400 and 600
words a minute for fictional works.
"I think it's important to note the
difference in reading the two types

of works. Students read fiction
much quicker than they do, say, s
textbook, because they don't have
to concentrate so hard on the facts,"
she said.
About 60 percent of s student's
grade is from test scoree. The remaining 60 percent romee from s
novel project.
"Students choose s light fiction
novel snd then keep s record of their
daily readings and speeds," she
said
Daily work, which includes
worksheets and assignments from
the text to build speed reading and
general improvement are also
taught.
An esample of a workabeet is to
help build spsed snd comprehension. It is s paper containing only
the meat snd potato words, omitting words like "the," "snd" and
"or," but leaving spacee for them ss
they would have appeared in the
paragraph.
The idea is to sas how one can still
obtain the main idea of a paragraph,
though not spending ss much time
on the filler words.

Although the class is titled rspid
reeding. MscLaren ssid it is not the
same idea as "commercial speed
reading classes
"We don't stress speed ss the beall-end-all. Moat people do not read
with s dictionary tied around tbeir
neck, and are too lacy to get off the
bed to look up a word, so it's up to
recognizing context clues to understand s word's meaning," she ssid.
MacLaren said there was general
ly a positive attitude among her
students for the class, s stetement
confirmed by Jamie Daniels, a
freshman pre-pharmscy major who
recently completed the class.
"It's a good class. I think I learned to read better from it," she said.
MacLaren has much enthusiasm
for the class, also.
"I enjoy teaching (the clsas) vary,
very much. My hope is that a student will soy: 'Hey, I never read a
novel before college, but now I have
and I enjoyed it,' " she said.
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Team
splits
in Ohio

Sports
End of team draws
reaction from Eels

By Mike Mirwe
Sparta editor

The men's tennis teem opened its
spring Ohio Valley Conference slate
by splitting a pair of matches last
weekend in Northern Ohio.
Matches with the University of
Akron and Youngstown State
University were moved indoors due
to heavy snow in that area.
The Colonels lost four of the six
singles matches as they dropped a
6-4 decision to Akron Friday.
Jim Laitta won his No. 1 match
in straight sets, but sixth-seeded
Chuck Jody needed three sets to
hang a 3-6. 6-1. 6-4 loss on Scott
Stewart.
In addition, No. 3 seed Todd
Hammonds fell 6-3. 2-6. 6-3 to Dan
Muccino.
The No. 1 doubles team of Hammonds and Scott Patrick and the
third-seeded tandem of Brian Mar
cum and Kevin Lindley racked up
the Colonels' doubles wins.
Things were much easier for the
Colonels at Youngstown, where
Photo by Chuck Jody
they won eight of the nine matches.
Todd
Hammonds
returns
against
Akron.
Patrick Hammonds and Todd
Carlisle won their singles matches State University and Austin Peay defeating Marts Varanda 7-6, 6-4,
in three sets, while all other singles State University for conference and Laura Hesselbrock and Beckie
and doubles matches were com- matches Friday and Saturday, then Mark, the No. 2 doubles team,
pleted in two.
visit Centre College Tuesday and defeated Gina Radeck and Lisa
Coach Tom Higgins said he is Morehead State University Figuration for the team's only other
disappointed in the performances of Wednesday.
win.
• • •
the team's two seniors, Marcum and
Cannon, Hesselbrock and sixthChris Brown.
The women's team also played a seeded Tina Peruzzi were the Col"We're not getting a whole lot of pair of weekend matches far to the onels' winners in their 6-3 loss to
leadership out of our seniors," he north, and they also were forced in- Toledo.
said. "But that will change."
doors, where they lost to Eastern
No. 1 singles seed Psm Wise won
He also said because of the Michigan University and the the first set of her match handily,
weather, the Colonels are still not University of Toledo.
but Toledo's Lisa Donnelly came
getting enough time to practice and
EMU rolled to a 7-2 win over the back to win 1-6, 6-4. 7-6.
play outside.
Colonels on its home courts at YpThe women will be on the road
"We're underplayed outside, but silanti. Mich., in the first of the Col- again this weekend, playing a Satureverybody else in the world is, too," onels' two Friday matches.
day afternoon match at Marshall
said Higgins.
Dee Cannon tallied the Colonels' University and a Sunday morning
The Colonels travel to Murray only singles win from the No. 3 slot. match at Ohio University.

University Center Board
Presents-

By MlkeMar.ee
Sports editor
Members of the university's swim
teams reacted with shock, sadness
and bitterness to the announcement
of the demise of the swimming
program.
But the fact the Board of Regents
dropped the program came as no
surprise to most swimmers attending Monday's team meeting.
"I think we've been operating all
year like we're halfway out the
door," said men's team captain Billy Reddick "I don't think I needed
to be told."
Coach Dan Lichty said the
meeting wasn't a "tear-jerker," but
rather "a somber acceptance of
reality.
"We were trying to give them
(university
administration)
something they didn't want," he
said.
Reddvk said he sympathized with
the position of university athletic
director Don Combs, who made the
original decision last spring to drop
the program.
"I think he was put in a hard position, but I also feel... he could've
stood up and helped," be said.
Women's team captain Michelle
Spears said she was shocked by the
announcement.
"I had an idea last week, but I
really didn't know," she said.
Freshman Lisa Dew said the issue
of keeping or killing the program
was decided by the administration
some time ago.
"It just seems like we wasted our
time," Dew said "They'd knock
down every idea we came up with."
Several of the swimmers said the
university did not give the Electrifying Eels the support they needed.
"Everything we did to raise funds
was directly from our alumni
association, coaches and parents,"
said sophomore Chuck Miller.
"All of us supported and backed

the program, but without administration, we couldn't get
anywhere," added sophomore Laura
Stanley. "They gave us the opportunity. They just didn't help us."
Sophomore B.J Brannick pointed
out that as the team split up. many
friends would go separate ways.
"I fast like I'm being torn apart
from my friends,'' she said
"We're a close team. "Spears said.
Many of the athletes indicated an
interest in transferring to other
schools, but most were unsure of
their future plans.
Lichty said he would help the
swimmers in any possible way to
locate other schools.
"There are a number of swimmers
here that can swim elsewhere," he
said.

see

Some coaches of swim teams at

other state schools expressed their
sadness over the termination of the
university program.
University of Louisville Coach
Rick Hill, who swam with the Eels
from 196648 and was a three-time
Ail-American, said the rivalry between the Eels and the Cardinals has
been a heated one since Hill has
coached at U of L.
"I really hate to see the program
go down. It's been s perfect rivalry
for us," Hill added "It was always
a nice feeling to go back to that pool
and coach."
Wynn Paul, head swimming
coach at the University of Kentucky
pointed to the program's 61-year
history.
"I think it's sad swimming had to
go after such a tremendously successful, tradition-rich program," ha
said.

Eels leave strong history
Progress staff report
As the university's swimming
program comes to an end, it also
concludes a 61-year history of swimming at the university.
The men's team was established
in the 1936-36 school year and has
had only four coaches in its history.
Ed Hesaer started the program
and remained here until the outset
of World War II. The team was led
by captains until 1948, when Paul
Love took charge of the program.
Love made way for present
athletic director Don Combs in
1967, and Combs gave the coaching
reins to his assistant. Dan Lichty,
in 1976.
The men won the Midwest Independent Championship in 1978
and 19 Kentucky Intercollegiate
Swimming Conference championships, the last in 1986.
In addition, 26 Electrifying Eels
were honored as All-Americans and

one, John Meiaenheimer, received a
prestigious NCAA Post-Graduate
Scholarship in 1979.
Twenty-five swimming graduates
are presently coaching swimming
and diving on various levels around
the country.
Lichty chartered the women's
team in 1984. The team has one
KISC title to its credit.
The university program has
fostered several other aquatic programs, including the Model
Laboratory School teams, which
have claimed three state high school
championships in both boys' and
girls' competition.
Other programs related to the
Eels are the summer league program at Arlington, a therapeutic
aquatics program and adult swimming lessons at the Stratton
Building and recreational and faculty swims held at Combs
Natatorium.
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Moore
leads
with bat
By Mike Feeback
Staff writ*
If the university's baseball field
had lights, Rob Moore would have
a major national college baseball
record.
Going into the second game of a
March 24 doubleheader with Mar
shall University, Moore had 12 consecutive hits. In his first two at-bata
of the game, the centerfielder rapped out hits, apparently tying the
NCAA record.
Unfortunately, the game was called due to darkness soon after.
Because only four innings were
played, the statistics from that
game were erased and Moore's
record bid fell abort at 12 straight
Kits, still equaling the third-longest
streak in history.
"At first I was upset, but my
teammates and I know I did it. It's
just not on paper," said Moore.
Making a run at a record is
nothing new for the junior from Cincinnati. A clean-up hitter's dream
and an oppoaing pitcher's
nightmare, he is quickly rewriting
the Colonels' record book, already
holding the career doubles and
triples records after only two

'Cats crush
Colonels, 19-9

Progress photo/Chris Niblock

Robert Moore crosses the plate in a game earlier this season.
But it took more than just talent
to get Moore where he is now.
Moore is recognized by his coaches
and teammates for his mental
toughness.
"He's talented. He's better at hitting than they (opponents) are at
pitching," said junior outfielder
Scott Privitera. "But what sets Rob
apart is that he gets the right mental attitude at the plate."
"It's mostly concentration," said
Moore. "I just try to make contact
and hit the ball hard. I hope I can
keep it up, seeing the ball good."
Moore not only tries to make contact, he succeeds. In fact, he did not
strike out in his first 23 ballgames
this season despite leading the team
in at-bats. Last season, Moore
struck out only eight times in over
200 trips to the plate.
"The ball must look like a
beachball to him," said Moore's
roommate, Steve Smith, laughing.

With a hot start this season,
Moore leads or is tied for the team
lead in 10 offensive categories. He
is the squad's "Triple Crown"
leader, topping the lists in runs batted in (24), home runs (6) and batting
average (.462) through 26 games.
Because of his small size (6-11,
166 lbs.), it may be surprising he
leads the team in these categories,
especially homers.
That is, surprising until you see
him play.
"He's extremely gifted," said Colonels' Coach Jim Ward. "I love to
watch him play. He's a good contact
hitter, and he's got good range in
centerfield He is very talented."

Eagles name new coach
Progress staff report
Morebead State University announced the hiring of Tommy
Gaitber as its new men's basketball
coach Friday.
Gaither, the former coach at Baptist (S.C.) College, succeeds Wayne
Martin, who resigned last month

after nine seasons to work for a
Hazard television station.
Gaither, who lad Baptist to a
70-46 record k« four yaara there, will
sign a three-year contract with
Moraheed.
He was selected to lead the Eagles
from 86 applicants.
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Moore came to the university
from Cincinnati's Purcell-Marian
High School. He said a former high
school and Colonel teammate now in
the Seattle Mariners' farm system
greatly influenced his decision to
come to the university.
"Troy Williams and I played ball
together a few years ago, and he
told me about winning the Ohio
Valley Conference and about the
nice program, so I decided to come
here," said Moore.
While at Purcell-Marian. Moore
also starred in basketball and foot
ball. He was talented enough at outside linebacker to be looked at by
the University of Alabama.
"They said they wanted to redshirt me my first year there. I think
they thought I was bigger than I
waa, or least thought I would grow
bigger. I told them I had no intention of playing football," Moore said
with a laugh.
Moore opted for college baseball,
but major league clubs were already
interested.
Moore was drafted by the Detroit
Tigers after bis high school graduation. But rather than play for
money, he decided to play for
schooling.
"I wanted to get an education,"
he said. "There's always pro ball."
Moore sees bis athletic ability as

no big deal He said playing centerfield is "just natural."
But Smith said Moore is just
modest.
"He doesn't like talking about
himself," said the freshman catcher.
"He'd rather talk about someone
else."
When Moore talks of his team's
goals of winning the Ohio Valley
Conference and hosting the postseason tournament, one can see he
is evolving as a team's leader.
"He's really matured a lot since
he's been here," said Ward. "He
realizes he needs to provide leadership, and he does. All of the players
respect him."
While Moore is down-to-earth
when it's time to play, he can loosen
up when he needs to.
"On the field he's al business."
said Priviura. "Off the field, he can
make you laugh at any time. He's
got a good disposition - well, he's
a nut, that's what he is. He's a cutup and he gets along with everyone.
That's the type of person he is."
That cornea in handy when confronted with a disappointment the
size of losing a national record. And
those only come once in a lifetime.
Or do they?
"I don't know," Moore said.
"Maybe I can make another run at
it."

By MlkeMaraee
Sports editor
Weather continues to plague the
university's baseball team, which
ssw its first four Ohio Valley Conference gamea lost to the elements.
Snow forced the cancellation of a
three-game weekend series against
the University of Akron, and Tuesday's game at Morebead State
University was postponed due to
poor field conditions. That game will
be played as part of a Wednesday
doubleheader at Morebead
The Colonels did brave the cold
for a pair of games last week, but
they msy have wished they had
stayed inside
Home loasee to the University of
Kentucky and Wright State University dropped the team's record to
16-9 entering Wednesday's game
with Morebead.
UK banged out 20 hits and took
advantage of six Colonel errors as
they routed the Colonels 19-9 April
1.
The Colonels built an early 6-2
lead on the visitors, but the
Wildcats struck for five runs in the
fifth inning and five more in the
sixth to take a dominating 12-6
advantage.
"We were in a position to take
control of the game and we didn't,"
said Coach Jim Ward.
Catcher Steve Smith hit a two-run
home run, the first of his college
career, to give the Colonels an 8-7
edge in the bottom of the fifth, but
UK's big sixth inning nullified the
shot.
The top four hitters in the
Wildcats' order. Terry Shumpert.
Mark Blythe, Chris Estep and
Mitch Knot got three hits each.
Smith and designated hitter Bobby Scannell also had three hits
apiece for the Colonels. First

baaeman Tony Weyrich aajo
homered for the Colonels.
Reliever Larry Frakea took the
loss for the Colonels in his first decision of the season, while winning
pitcher Doug Sutton improved to
3-1.
Ward said despite the loss, be felt
his team could play with the
Wildcats.
"Going in, we expected to win,"
he said. "We feel we can compete
with Kentucky. Our athlataa
measure up with them aa far aa
skill."
Wright State delivered an 8-2 loss
to the Colonels the following day.
The
Colonels
will
host
Youngstown State University in a
three-game series at Turkey Hughes
Field Game time is 1 p.m. for Saturday's doubleheader and Sunday's
single game.
The Penguins' pitching staff appears to be stronger this season. It
features Greg Solars, whom Ward
calls "one of the better pitchers in
the league."
Among the Penguins' accomplishments this season is a win
over the University of Georgia during their Spring Break trip.
Rusty Clark and Sam Holbrook
will start Saturday's game for the
Colonels, and Jeff Cruse is scheduled to work Sunday.
•a a
In statistics through 26 gamea,
Rob Kttoore leads Colonel hitters in
10 offensive categories. Among his
credits are a .763 slugging percentage and 43 hits.
Cruse leads the pitching staff in
earned run average with a 1.98
mark He joins Clark, Holbrook and
Randy White at the top of the victory list with three each, and he
leads in strikeouts with 32 in 32V>
inning*

Runners win three events
Progress staff report
University runners captured three
events in the women's division of
the SEMOtion Relays last weekend
at Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Colonels finished in first, third
and fourth places in the 3.000-meter
run in the meet at Southeast
Missouri State University.
Christine Snow won the 3.000
with a time of 17 minutes. 26.77
seconds. 8.28 seconds ahead of Purdue University's Donna Allen.

Liaa Malloy's time of 17:42.19
placed her third in the event, and
Beth Millay ran the race in 17:43.19
for fourth place.
In other events. Linda Davis,
Pam Raglin. Charmaine Byer and
Marilyn Johnson captured the
distance relay in 11:32.38, winning
by over 12 seconds.
The Colonels' 4 x 800 relay team
of Cathy Jones, Raglin, Davis and
Johnson also won that event in
9:17.24.

Your Exams May Be Over,
But DoYou Still Have
A Paper lb Finish?
Looking lor a job can bo almost as demanding as
Final K.xam Week. So now* a good t ime b I
consider a career wit h Hills Department Stones.
1 fills is a healthy, growing chain of M8 discount
department stores spanning a 12 state area from
New York to Alabama and from Illinois to Virginia.
I (ills is different from most other department
stores... different in the way we run our stores,
and different in the way we look at people.
To us. being a people-oriented company is more
than rhetoric. We don't look just for people with
specific majors, we look (orperformers people
with potential - and we help develop that
potential. Mills has one of the most thorough and
respected training programs in the industry. Not
simply retail training, but management training.
And in a growing company with a firm policy to

^ifffilfc

promote from within, training pays off for us and
our people. All KIN of our General Managers,
along with our District and Regional Managers
were promoted from within.
If you're interested put down this paper and
contact Mills. If you qualify you can expect
relocation. You can expect responsibility and
challenge. Quickly. You can expect a promising
future with a proven success story. And you won't
have to worry about finishing another paper.
Send your resume to:
College Relations Department
Hills Personnel Office, Department G
15 Dan Road. Canton. MA 02021
And for more information about a healthy career
with I lills. ask to see our company literature < ir
video tape in your College Placement Office.
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Task too great
for swimmers

Rush hour

Progress photo/Chris Nlblock

Quarterback Matt Wallace, left, rolls out to pass as defenders
close in on him in a recent mtrasquad scrimmage at Hanger Field.
The Colonels, who are coming off a 10-3-1 season in 1986, are

currently working out this month as part of the spring practice
season, but recent weather conditions have put a damper on
the practices.

Athletes use off-season time wisely
By Stove Florence
Stoif writer
The off-season is normally
thought of as a time for rest and
relaxation for athletes But it just
isn't so for many athletes at the
university.
At least three sports have second
seasons in addition to their NCAAsanctioned seasons.
The baseball team plays a limited
fall schedule and the field hockey
team plays a few indoor games i.
the spring. Spring tournament action is also seen by the volleyball
squad.
"The NCAA allows it (off-season
play)," said field hockey coach
I.ynne Harvel "But the playing
dates we have are limited. We are
given so many playing dates for our
schedule and if we use all of them
up in the fall we would not be able
to play in the spring."
The baseball team is allowed 20
fall games by the NCAA and the

volleyball team is granted 10
matches for spring play.
The field hockey team, which
plays its NCAA season outside,
moves indoors in the off-season.
"The main purpose is to develop
skills,'' Harvel said. "It is also a continuation of off-season training.
"What we play in the spring is
basically the same but it is kind of
' different sport," Harvel added.
'Indoor hockey is a lot like indoor
soccer. There are sideboards and
you can play the ball off the wall.
"And while we use 11 players outdoors, indoors we use five. Indoor
hockey is really a European game
that only recently came into the
states.
"It gives players a chance to stay
in shape," Harvel continued. Diamond action in the fall gives
baseball coach Jim Ward a chance
to look at his new players as well as
those who return.
"It allows us time to give each

player a fair evaluation that we
could not do in January or
February." Ward said
"It's a critical time," he added.
"We have about 90 players to
evaluate and the fall provides us
with the time to screen the players
and candidates for the team.
"We get to try players at different
positions and give younger players
a chance to gain experience. We
want our incoming freshmen to play
like sophomorrs after the fall
schedule.
Volleyball coach Geri Polvino said
the off-season provides an "additional training" opportunity.
"The spring is a different format,"
she said "We put the focus on training. We use it to drive and motivate
the players for the fall season.
"There are no seniors in spring
games because we want a time for
our new fall team to work together,"
she added.
"We only have 20 days in the fall
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to get ready for our regular season,
so without the spring it would take
us longer to get ready in the fall and
we don't have that time because our
games start in September."
According to the coaches, such second seasons seem to be standard
practice.
"I don't know of any team that
doesn't have a fall schedule," Ward
said.
Polvino added the second season
practice "has been going on for
years. There isn't a team in the
South Region that doesn't have a
competitive off-season."
The volleyball team pays their offseason expenses by using money
charged for entrance to tournaments at the university.
"Our budget is kind of tight, so
we generate our own," Polvino said.
"We get no additional money."
Ward said. "We just make do with
the money in our budget and spread
it out over spring and fall."

The old milage try just wasn't
good —"^a*
Funny, it always MS—i to work
in the movies, and I guess it's even
come through once or twice on the
playing fields. But motivation alone
wasn't enough to save the university's swimming program.
The Electrifying Eels needed
money - lots of it - to finance the
scholarships they needed to stay
afloat.
Last year, the Board of Regents
left them with the choice of raising
their own scholarship funds or
draining their pool. The choice was
easy.
But when they came up with only about 30 percent of the $50,000
they sought after the bills were paid,
and when Coach Dan Lkhty said he
felt the Eels weren't getting any
help from the powers that be. he
decided to pull the plug.
He recommended the board drop
the program, and they complied.
Case closed.
You can't really blame Lichty. A
full-time fund-raising campaign
charged with churning up that kind
A dough was simply too much for
one man and his swimmers.
After all. he was still trying to put
a competitive team in the water. At
least he succeeded there. The Eels
will bring down the curtain after enjoying one of their best seasons in
recent years.
But they were asked to do more
than just win. They were asked to
devote mass amounts of time and
energy toward the fund-raising projects sponsored by the Eels.
And no matter how badly Lichty
and his swimmers wanted to, they
simply could not succeed in both
tasks.
So what could they do? Should
they ease up in the water and devote
more time toward raising the needed cash?
Hardly. If the teams' performance
slumped they would probably be
viewed aa a failure and not worth
salvaging.
Or should they try to stay competitive and essentially hope the
money would take care of itself?
Get serious. The money would not
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come without a major investment of
time and planning. The Eels simply didn't have either.
You know the song and dance.
Damned if you do, damned if you
don't.
So as the remnants of 61 years of
swimming history are put into
mothballs, some would ask who
benefited from the loss of the
program.
They've got to be kidding.
Obviously, the swimmers are the
big losers here. They are faced with
the choice of transferring elsewhere
or remaining on dry land at the
university.
And it's not the easy derision that
it might appear.
Close friends will go separate
ways. And some of the athletes may
decide that starting over at another
school isn't worth the trouble.
But in the end, everybody loses.
For although some money will be
saved by this move, the loss of a
sport should not be a cause for
celebration.
It is a sad testament that revenue
sports, mainly football and basketball, have been relied on for years to
provide cash flow for the entire
athletic program at many schools.
Among smaller universities such
as ours, it just doesn't work that
way anymore.
Even sadder is the fact this
university has failed to consider a
comprehensive fund-raising program - one that involves careful
planning by trained personnel - for
its non-revenue sports.
Since this is an opinion column, I
offer my opinion that other university sports will follow the swimming
program into the athletic sewer in
the not-to-distant future if
something isn't done.

